


• ATRIBUI'E 

AZMI KHALID (1949- 1992) 

The gods love those who die young, according 
to the ancient Greeks. Azmi was only 42 when he 
succumbed lo cancer Ill a Melbourne hosp!tal ira the 
early hours of1A May 1992. It was a long 7-year 
battle against a fatal disease. 

Azmi, an Associale Professor of Law at the 
Uruvcrsity of Malaya, was an Executive Conunittee 
Member of Aliran in the early eighties. He was at 
that time one of Aliran' s lc:ding lights. It was his 
illness which was pnmarily responsibility for Ius 
withdrawal from Aliran and public life in the last 
few years. 

Hwnan righ&s was Almi's first passion in both 
his academic career and in his social activism. As a 
lecturer, he was one of the pioneers in the teaching 
ofhwnan rights courses al the University of 
Malaya. A2m~ from all acrounts, was a devoted, 
dedicated teacher. His clear, lucid articulation and 
presentation of ideas made a great impact upon all 
those who ~lalcd 1o him. Because he felt so much 
for human rights, he inspired so many students of 
his to convnit themselves to the cause of human 
rights in latter life. I know a nwnber of young 
lawyers with genuine social concerns who were 
once Azmi's students. 

But A2mi's commit.nent to hwnan rights went 
beyond the portals of academia. He was the pro-tem 
Secretary of the first-ever endeavour lo establish a 
hwnan rights society in our country in 1975. 
Though the authorities refused to re~ter the 
BOCiety, Azmi contin•JCd to support attempts to form 
a hwnan rights organi1.ation. This is why, in spite of 
his illness, he saved IS I pro-tem commidee 
member 9f the Persatuan Hak A~a.q Kebangsaan 
Malaysia (HAKAM) - a society which was 
eventually registered in AugU5t 1990. Azmi, I 
ranember, was so happy when HAKAM received 
its birth certifiCIIe. 

Within Aliran it was Azmi who inlroduced the 
colwnn 'Human Rights Round -up' in theQuar1erly 
which preceded the present Monthly. For a nwnber 
of y~. he wrote on various human rights issues 
and, on occasions. plrticipated in hwnan rights 
semllllr5. He was actively involved for instance, in 
the successful campaign against the amendments to 
the Societies Act in 1981, which, in a salse, was a 
turning-point in Aliran's own history. 

Azmi's sincere commitment to hwnan rights 
was not so much a product of his Jegal training as 
the manifestation of a deep and profound principle 
which he adhered to all his life. He believed totally, 
asbsolutely, in the comroon hwnanity of the hwnan 
race. Azmi was, 1o put it simply, one of the most 
multi-ethnic human beings I have known. Not once 
did he yield to the temptation of as.~wrung a 
communal position on any issue. 

It was because of his attachment to multi-ethnic 
ideals that he joined Alirm in the first place. In my 
many conversations with him especially in the early 
and middle eighties, it was this mulll-ethnic 
dimension of Allran 's wolk which he often 
emphasized. He wanted us to remain true to this 
goal of ours, whatever the costs. 

So great was hi.~ farth in Aliran that he named 
his daughter Alina. His second child is called Rizal 
- again a reflection of Aznu 's deep convnitment to 
hwnan freedom as embodied in the life and work of 
one of Asia's ilJu.o;trious heroes. 

His two children -axl hi.~ loving, caring wife -
gave Azmi a great deal of happiness. A family man 
in every way, Azmi was deeply devoted 10 Rohana 
and the children even when his health began 10 

declule rapidly in the last two years or so. And 
Rohana was a wife extraordinary who showed so 
much courage and for6tude as she confronted the 
inevitable truth. 

For the family and indeed for many of his close 
friends, Azmi's death has left a void which will be 
difficult to fill Of course, there will be ocher 
teachers of human rights Jaw, other hwnan rights 
activists, who will continue 10 write and speak on 
all those things that matter to human dignity. But 
will there be another soul with that same quiet 
sincerity? Will there be anothcr person in the quest 
for hwnan freedom in Malaysia who will embody 
that same grace, lhat same gentleness? 

Dear A7.mi, we'U miss you- always. 
Farewell, de• friend.+ 

Chandra Muzaffar 
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.HOW TEN 
MILLION BECAME 

ONE MILLION 
Statement on the Syarikat Telekom Share Issue 

In the lead story, TAN SRI 
G K RAMA IYER, Manag
Ing Director of Maika 
Holdings Bhd elucidates 
the circumstances which 
led the Ministry of 
Finance to withdraw Its In
Itial offer of ten million 
STMB shares to Maika, 
and tore-offer one mil
lion shares Instead. 

In the article that follows, 
EDMUND TERENCE 
GOMEZ locates the con
troversy of channelling 
the remaining nine million 
shares to three obscure 
companies In the larger 
context of MIC fac
tionalism, money politics 
and the lack of account
ability by political leaders. 
He hopes that the true ver
sion of what happened 
will be revealed after the 
ACA Investigations are 
completed. 

There has been much con
troversy of late as to the 
STMB share allocation to 

Maika Holdings Bethad (Maika}. 
This has generated much ill-in
formed comments. It is therefore 
necessary to set out the facts as they 
actually occurred particularly as 

several sources have called for an 
explanation from Maika itself. 

Background 

Maika was set up in 1983 under 
the sponsorship of the Malaysian 
Indian Congress {MIC). 

In 1985, the MIC President and 
then the Minister of Public Works 
and Utilities, YB Dato Seri S Samy 
Yellu, in consultation with Y AB 
the Prime Minister, Dato Seri Dr 
Mahathir bin Mohamed, persuaded 
Tan Sri G.K. Rama Iyer, who was 
then the Secretary General of the 
Ministry of Primary Industries. to 
take optional retirement in the na
tional interest in order to take up the 
post of Managing Director of 
Maika. 

Privatisalibn 
In 1984, the Malaysian Govern

ment implemented its privatisation 
policy. This involved among other 
things, corporatization of certain 
public enterprises where the shares 
were sold to the public. 

This was achieved in part in ac
cordance with the National 
Economic Policy by special allot
ment of shares to entities such as 
Maika. 

M aikll' s Practice Regarding 
Applicatibn for Share 
AllotmenJ 

Since Tan Sri Rama Iycr as
sumed the post of Managing Direc
tor in October 1985, Maika had 
applied for allocation of shares in 
MAS, MJSC and public issues of 
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companies such as Guthrie and 
EON. 

The Management of Maika 
studied each public announcement 
of such share issues in terms of its 
projected profitability and capital 
appreciation, in the context of 
Maika's fmancial resources and in 
the interest of the Indian com
munity. 

Based on the above considera
tions in each such case, the manage
ment decided that Maika should 
endeavour to obtain a special al· 
location of shares for the company. 

For this purpose, the Managing 
Director. in each case with prior 
approval of the Chairman/Board of 
Maika, would approach the Presi
dent c,f MJC to use his good offices 
to secure the special allocation of 
shares for Maika 

The ususal amount requested 
was 1 million shares. 

In each case the President of 
MIC nonnally would oblige by en
deavouring to obUin such special 
allocations to Maika. 

Some of these efforts were not 
successful. 

In respect of MAS and MISC 
share allocations, Maika was allo
cated 1(1. million shares in both 
cases as against the request for 1 
million shares. 

STMB Share Issue 
In September 1990, STMB 

made an announcement of its 
proposed public issue. 

In view or the financial position 
of Maika. at the relevant time prac-



tice had to be changed. The 
management approached a fman
cial institution to secure funds for 
the proposed purchase of STMB 
shares. 

The financial institution replied 
to the Management of Maika that 
the decision on the financing 
facility could only be made after the 
closing date of applications from 
the public issue. 

In accordance with past prac
tice, on hearing the STMB an
nouncement the Managing 
Director discussed the matter with 
the President of MIC in order to 
obtain his help with respect to the 
allocation. In this context, the 
Mariaging Director explained to 
Dato Seri Samy Vellu that for pre
vious issues Maika could rely on its 
own internal funding. However, if, 
as in the past, Maika were to make 
a request for one million shares ex
ternal funding would have to be 
sought from fmancial institutions. 

This conversation was later 
conflftned in writing by the Manag
ing Director to the President of 
MIC by letter dated 28 September 
1990 to seek his good offices for an 
allocation off million shares. 

In this connection, on 4 October 
1990, the MD of Maika approached 
Arab-Malaysian Merchant Bankers 
Bhd (AMMBB), the principal un
derwriters for the STMB share 
issue. to seck facilities to finance 
any allotment of STMB shares to 
Maika. 

Initial Offer of I 0 million 
shares to Maika 

On 4 October 1990, AMMBB 
advised Maika to contact Cik 

Munirah of the Finance Division of 
the Ministry of Finance regarding 
the special allocation of STMB 
shares to Maika. 

The MD, on 4 October 1990, 
thereupon contacted her by 
telephone and was told that Maika 
had been allotted 10 million shares 
and that she had with her, a letter 
addressed to Maika to that effect. 

The MD immediately sent a 
senior officer from Maika to collect 
that letter of allocation. 

The letter which was dated 27 
September 1990, was thus received 
by Maika on 4 October. 

Effom to obtain necessary 
financing to purchase tire 10 
MilJjon SI'MB shares 

In view of the offer of 10 mil
lion shares, the MD of Maika wrote 
to the MD of AMMBB, Dato Malek 
Merican, on 4 October, to raise a 
loan of $50 million to fmance the 
share allocation in full. 

On 4 October, the Chairman of 
Maika, Tan Sri C Selvarajah, con
curred with the actions taken and 
directed the MD to inform Dato 
Seri Samy Vellu of the allotment of 
10 million shares and the efforts to 
obtain the necessary financing. 

The Chairman also agreed that 
a Special Meeting of the 
Board be held on 8 October, 
1990 to approve the pur
chase of 10 million STMB 
shares and the facility for 
financing. 

Information to YB Dato 
Seri Samy VeUu 

The MD was only able 

~-J!~ to contact Dato Seri Samy 
'!MI~U V ellu by phone at 6.10 am 

on 5 October 1990. 

WiU the STMB sh.,.. allotment benefit th•• work ... of the Indian community? 

The MD told him of the 
offer of the 10 million 
STMB shares to Maika and 
the probability of obtaining 
full loan financing, and that 
Maika intended to take up 
the offer. 
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Dato Scri Samy VeUu replied 
that there must have been a mistake. 
The offer to Maika should be for 
only 1 million shares and not 10 
million. 

According to Dato Seri Samy 
VeUu, the remaining 9 million 
shares were for allocation to "other 
MIC Bodies". 

Further, Dato Seri Samy Vellu 
stated that he would contact the 
Ministry of Finance to clarify the 
position. 

Offer of Full Facility of$50 
million to .finonce share 
purchase 

On 6 October 1990, Maika 
received a letter dated 5 October, 
from AMMBB, on the offer of $50 
million to frnance the purchase of 
the 10 million STMB shares. 

Retraction by Ministry of 
Finance of Allotment of 10 
million STMB shares 

On 6 October 1990. Cik 
MWlirah of the Ministry of Finance 
telephoned to MD of Maika to in
form him that the allocation to 
Maika was 1 million and not 10 
million shares. 

She refused to give any reason 
for the retraction. 

She stated that she would be 
sending a fresh letter of offer for the 
1 million shares. 

Thereupon, the letter was col
lected by an officer of Maika. 

The letter dated 6 October 1990 
cancelled the frrst allotment of 10 
million shares and instead allotted 
only 1 million shares. 

Further, the letter also directed 
Maika to return the completed ap
plication form together with the 
Bank draft made out to MlDF Share 
Issue Account No. 157, not later 
than 9.10.1990,to AMMBB. 

Maika's response to fresh offer 
On 6 October 1990, the MD in

formed the Chairman of the latest 
development 

s.rty Vlllu: The Nm~~inlng t million 
ahares-were tor elloc*ion to 'oth• 
MICBodiM'. 

As scheduled, the Maika Board 
met on 8 October 1990 and 
deliberated on the management's 
proposal to obtain STMB shares 
and the frnancing facility. 

At that meeting, the letter of 
allotment from the Ministry of 
Finance dated 27.9.90 as well as the 
retraction and revised offer letter 
dated 6 October were considered. 

The Board decided to apply for 
the 10 million shares initially of
fered, failing which to accept the 
offer of I million shares. 

In this connection, the Board 
directed the MD to inform 
AMMBB of the decision to apply 
for 10 million shares. 

On being so informed by the 
MD of Maika on 8 October J 990, 
Dato Malek Merican, the MD of 
AMMBB, advised that since the 
Ministry of Finance had by its latest 
letter allotted only 1 million shares. 
Maika should make an application 
for only 1 million shares. 

Dato Malek Merican explained 
that unnecessary interest cost 
would be incurred in applying for 
financing 10 million shares instead 
of 1 million shares as he was fairly 
CPrtain that Maika would only be 
allotted 1 million shares. 

AMMBB in its letter dated 8 
October 1990, notified Maika that 
the Joan amount would be $5 mil
lion. 
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Th~ MD informed Dato Malek 
Merican that he intended to adhere 
to the Maika Board's decision to 
apply for the 10 million shares. 

Dato Malek Merican stated that 
he would get back after further 
checking with the Ministry of 
Finance. 

On October 9 1990, at about 
9.10am, DatoMalekMecicanrang 
the MD and strongly advised that 
Maika should make an application 
for only 1 million shares. He stated 
that he had checked with the Min
istry of Finance and the 1 million 
allocation was "f~rm". 

Further, Dato Malek stressed 
that in the circumstances {i.e. the 
allocation was firm for one mil
lion), the Bank would have 
problems to approve fmance for 10 
million shares. 

He also pointed out that interest 
cost alone for the 10 million shares 
would amount to $375,000 per 
month {i.e. it would be an unneces
sary expense unless 10 million 
shares were in fact allocated). 

Based on the above circumstan
ces, and in accordance with the 
decision of its Board, Maika. by 
way of a letter dated 9 October 
1990, made a fresh application for 
the 1 million shares which were 
allocated to it. 

Consequently, Maika was al
lotted 1 million shares. 

ConclusWn 
It can be seen that throughout 

the course of events, Maika. its 
Board, the Chairman and the MD, 
acted in the interest of the Com
pany. the shareholders and the In
dian Community. The current spate 
of accusations against Maika is 
therefore totally without any 
basis.+ 

Tan Sri G.K. Ramo lyer 

16 May 1992 



THE MAIKA-TELECOMS 
SHARES CONTROVERSY 

E
ver since Maika Holdings 
Bhd was eslablished in 1982 
by the Malaysian Indian Con

gress (MIC), the company has sel
dom ever been in the news for ils 
business accomplishrnenls. Despite 
being a project for the economic 
upliftment of the Indian community, 
Maika has usually grabbed the head
lines for ils political connections 
which glaringly reflect the repercus
sions of political party involvement 
in business. 11te recent controversy 
involving Maika and the shares of the 
privatised Telecoms is a repeat of Lhe 
company's rather infamous past. 
More importantly, the controversy is 
also another example of how govern
ment policies such as privatisat.ion 
can be abused for personal gain and 
of the lack of accountability that 
prevails in Malaysia's political sys
tem. 

INCORPORATION OF 
MAIKA 

Multi-Purpose Holdings Bhd and 
the government's Amanah Saham 
Nasional, Maika was portrayed as 
the Indians' answer to their 
economic ownership woes. The 
MIC's rhetoric surprisingly caught 
on. Maika obtained the support of 
not just the party's traditional sup
porters, the lower middle-class and 
working class Indians, especially 
those employed in the plantation 
sector, but also a segment of the 
Indian middle-class who long had 
been wary of the caste and com
munal politics practised by the 
MIC. 

Maika, incorporated on 13 Sep
tember 1982, commenced business 
on 31January 1983. Although the 
original plan by the MIC was to 
ensure that at least $30 million 
worth of Maika shares were sub
scribed to, so successful was the 
campaign to promote the company 
that by 1984 a phenomenal S I 06 
million was raised from almost 

66,400 shareholders. The largest 
individual shareholder with almost 
2.8 million shares was MIC presi
dent Datuk Seri S Samy VeUu. The 
amount invested in Maika was even 
larger than that obtained by the 
MCA's Multi-Purpose Holdings 
when the company commenced 
business. 

However, despite Maika's 
rather enonnous capital base and 
Samy VeUu'sovert desire to see the 
company become a major con
glomerate, Maika's investments in 
the corporate sector were unusually 
cautious. Although a few minor 
subsidiaries were established, they 
were involved in a myriad of busi
ness activities and appeared to have 
little directional purpose or busi
ness goals. The companies estab
lished were involved in, among 
other things, construction, property 
development, commodity tr.tding, 
rubber glove production and 
transportation; none of them be-

In .1980, almost ten years 
after tlle implementation of the 
New Economic Policy, which 
attempted to eradicate poverty 
and redress the highly inequi
table economic ownership pat
terns among ethnic 

statistics indiciated that the In-
communities, government l 

came major business 
enterprises. Although anum
ber of major acquisitions 
were made into some impor
tant companies, like the 
United Asian Bank, United 
Oriental Assurance, 

--~ Malaysia Airlines System 
rJID (MAS), Malaysian Interna-

tional Shipping Corporation 
(MJSC) and TV3, the equity 
acquired was not enough to 
give Maika effective control 
over these companies. 

dian community's ownership of 
the Malaysian corporate sector 
had stagnated at under one per 
cent. This figure, in fact, had not I 
changed since the 1960s. In an 
attempt to address this problem, 
the MIC proposed the estab
lishment of an investment hold
ing company in which the ..,.~....,-•• 
Indian community could collec
tively pool their resources for 
corporate investment / / -~ 

The idea was by no means The Indian c:ommunity' • own....t.ip of the M••P,i.,. 
· · al F d al · ' l A - c:orpora1e HCtor tl88 •t.;nated •• one percent sence ongm . onne ong Slml4U the 1960s. 

lines to that of the MCA 's 
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Thus, it was not surpris
ing that Maika's perfonnance 
since inception has been, at 
best, mediocre. Although it 
registered profits from 1984 
to 1986 - the total amount of 
profits for the three years 
amounted to only around 
$16.5 miUion- the company 
has chalked up losses from 



1987 to 1990. Maika has declared 
dividends only three times since 
1984, and the amount of the 
dividends declared totalled a mere 
11 sen per share. 

Compounding this poor busi
ness perfoonance were constant al
legations throughout its corporate 
history that Maika was a con
venient ground for political 
patronage. These allegations were 
supported by the fact that some of 
Maika's top directors were also 
MIC stalwarts. D P Vijandran, for 
example, once a close ally of Samy 
V ellu, served as Maika's chairman 
for a number of years before he was 
forced to step down following al
legations that he was involved in a 
video pornography scandal. 
Maika's current chairman is Tan 
Sri G Pasamanickam, the Johore 
MIC state leader, who has no prior 
business experience of the type re
quired of a company with Maika's 
share capital. There were reports 
that Pasamanickam's appointment 
in Maika was an attempt by Samy 
Vellu to placate the influential dis
gruntled leader who was upset that 
he and his wife were overlooked as 
candidates during the 1990 General 
Elections. 

o.im we. Minister of Finance at 1he 
time of the controversial -".,.. 
llloc:Mion. 

The bankruptcy of business 
ideas arising from such political ap
pointments was evident when 
Pasamanickam was interviewed 
following his appointment at 
Maika. The article outlining 
Pasamanickam's visiofl for Maika 
was published by Business Times 
on 15 June 1991. Interestingly, 
Pasamanickam' s views quoted in 
the article were abnost identical to 
the views quoted by Maika's 
former chairman, Vijandran, also 
carried by Business Times, which 
was published on 1 September 
1989. The 1991 article appeared to 
be a heavily plagiarised and con
densed version of the article pub
lished two years previously which 
indicated that despite the change of 
leadership at Maika, no new ideas 
were being generated. While the 
article also reflected badly on the 
credibility and the standards of 
Malaysian journalism, more impor
tantly, in this instance, it reflected 
the consequence of the politics of 
patronage. 

THJ£ MAIKA-TELECOMS 
SHARE ISSUE 

Under Malaysia's privatisation 
policy, a number of government en-

Factionalism ia rifs within MIC in the 
person of Deputy President S. 
Subramaniam. 
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lilies such as the National 
Electricity Board and the Telecoms 
were privatised by frrst converting 
them to corporations and then sell
ing their shares through public-list
ing on the Kuala Lumpur Stock 
Exchange. The National Electricity 
Board was renamed Tenaga 
Nasional Bhd and its shares were 
publicly-listed in May 1992. 
Telecoms was renamed Syarikat 
Telecom Malaysia Bhd (STMB) 
and its shares were publicly-listed 
in October 1990. Among the other 
government-owned entities 
privatised and publicly-listed were 
TV3, MAS, MISC, Edaran 
Otomobil Malaysia Bhd (EON) and 
Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional 
Bhd (Proton). 

Maika's investment in the 
Telecoms shares when it was 
privatised was not the only time it 
had obtained access to shares of 
privatised entities. When TV3 was 
established, Maika had a 10 per 
cent stake in the company; and 
when MAS, MISC and EON were 
privatised through the local bourse, 
Maika was allocated shares for 
these three entities. i It was 
presumed in 1990, when the 
Telecoms shares were listed, that 
Maika had subscribed to all the 
shares that it had been allocated. 
The allocation by the government 
of shares in privatised entities to 
Maika was because the company 
ostensibly represented the interests 
of the Indian community. The 
shares of these privatised entities, 
especially those of companies 
which were monopolies like 
Telecoms and MAS, were known to 
be highly profitable entities and 
their shares, bought at par value, 
would undoubtedly fetch a huge 
premium when sold. For example, 
the two billion Telecoms shares 
were allocated at $5 each, and when 
it was frrst traded fetched a price of 
$6.15, and that too during a bearish 
market. By rhid-1992, the 
Tei~'.coms share price was hovering 
around $11-$13. 



It was a journalist in Watan who 
flJ'St disclosed in the middle of 
February 1992 that there could 
have been some hanky-panky in the 
allocation of Telecoms shares to 
Maika. 

On 1 April 1992 a Tamil 
magazine, Thoothan, also disclosed 
that there may have been some dis
crepancy in the distribution of the 
ten million Telecoms shares allo
cated to Maika by the Finance Min
istry. Of the allocation, only one 
million Telecoms shares had been 
acquired by Maika. When Samy 
V ellu tried to offer an explanation 
through the Tamil Nesan and at 
MIC meetings, insisting that Maika 
was then facing cash flow problems 
and could not afford to acquire all 
ten million shares, his fonner ally, 
Vijandran, who is still a Maika 
director, issued a statement in
sinuating that the truth may not 
have been told. 

When queried in parliament 
Finance Minister Datuk Seri Anwar 
Ibrahim disclosed that since Maika 
had stated that it could take up only 
one million shares, the remaining 
nine million shares were allocated 
to three companies proposed by 
Maika because to his "ministry's 
knowledge, the three companies 
represented the interests of the In
dian community" (The Star, 
30/4/92). At the time of the share 
allocation, the Finance Minister 
was Tun Daim Zainuddin. 

The statements made by Anwar 
and Samy Vellu were contradicted 
by another Maika director, 
Pasamanickam, when he stated 
later that the company had not 
rejected the Finance Ministry's 
offer nor even suggested that the 
nine million shares be allocated to 
any other company. He further dis
closed that Maika had in fact raised 
a $50 million loan facility for the 
acquisition of the Telecoms shares 
before the Finance Ministry had 
withdrawn its offer. 

Other major allegations made 
by various quartecs were that of the 
three companies in question, SB 
Management Services Sdn Bhd, 
Advanced Personal Com pulers Sdn 
Bhd, and Clearway Sdn Bhd, the 
first two were $2 companies and 
that Samy Vellu's son and brother
in-law were directors of these com
panies. A Maika director also 
reportedly sat on the board of one 
of the three companies. 

Hounded by these allegations of 
impropriety, Samy Vellu, opened 
his files revealing that of the nine 
million Telecoms shares in ques
tion, 8.92 million had been sold for 
a profit of $7.168 million and that 
the proceeds from the sale of the 
shares were channelled to. the 
MIC's education investment arm, 
the Maju Institute of Education and -
Development (MIED), whictr was 
to use the funds for setting up the 
$25 million MlC-sponsored Tech
nical and Further Education 
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(T AFE) College. Maika had ap
parently been advised not to utilise 
the $50 million loan facility it ob
tained because it would have been 
financially crippling for the com
pany; it cost $375,000 a month to 
service the loan. The three com
panies were allocated the shares in 
trust to be sold at a later date and the 
proceeds were to be given to the 
MIED. Samy Vcllu made it quite 
clear that he personally decided to 
allocate only one million shares to 
Maika. According to Samy Vellu, 
" I could have given all the shares to 
Maika Holdings if not for their past 
business record. They don' t 
deserve 10 million shares because 
of the dismal perfonnance of the 
Maika management. They have to 
learn to do business on their own 
and not depend on shares and hope 
to make money out of it" (NST, 
16/5/92). While Samy Vellu may 
have been right about the business 
acumen of Maika's management, 
his statement also revealed the 
autocratic manner in which he ran 
the affairs of the party. 

FACTJONAllSM AND 
ACCOUNI'ABIUIY 

Herein probably lay the prob
lem which led to the controversy. 
The increasing factionalism that 
has come to characterise the affairs 
of the MIC has led to a centraHsa
tion of power in the hands of an elite 
minority. This has led to a situation 
where these leaders now appear un
accountable even to their own party 
members. The party has, in fact, 
been fraught with factionalism 
since 1979 when Samy Vellu took 
over the presidency, particularly 
because of the challenge posed by 
his deputy president, Datulc S Sub
ramaniam. 

This factionalism is also a 
reason why a number of other scan
dals relating to the MIC's various 
business ventures have been ex
posed. In 1987, factions opposing 
Samy Vellu allegedly exposed that 
the MIC President had requested an 



UMNO-related company, United 
Engineers (M) Bhd (UEM), to ac
quire MIED lottery tickets after 
UEM had been awarded the con
troversial contract for the North
South Highway project; Samy 
VeUu, then the Works Minister had 
been responsible for the award of 
the privatised multi- billion con
tract The incident embarrassed 
Samy Vellu when allegations of 
impropriety and conflict-of-inter
est were made against him in par
liament. Later, Samy Vellu 
disclosed that funds from the sale of 
the MIED lottery had been chan
nelled to an MIC- related coopera
tive, Koperasi Nesa, an ailing entity 
controlled by Subramaniam. Nesa 
was put under receivership by Bank 
Negara in 1989. 

This factionalism came to a 
head following the close challenge 
to the presidency by Subramaniam 
in 1989. During the 1990 General 
Elections, Samy Vellu dropped 
Subramaniamandsomeofhisclose 
allies lik.e Dalulc K Pathmanaban, a 
senior MIC vice-president and 
deputy cabinet minister, as can
didates, thus effectively curtailing 
the power base of his opponents. So 
bad was the factionalism, it was 
believed that the UMNO lc:1dership 
had to step in to bring about a forced 
reconciliation between the two 
leaders; Subramaniam was given a 
senatorial appointment and 
retained as a deputy minister, over 
Samy VeUu's preferred nominee. 

In view of such factionalism, 
which has resulted in the centralisa
tion of power, it is probably not 
surprising that the Maika directors 
and the MIC's Central Working 
Committee were unaware of the 
nine million Telecoms shares 
which had been channelled to the 
three obscure companies. The 
shroud of secrecy around which the 
nine million shares were chan
nelled to the three companies did 
not augur well for all the MIC 
President's arguments, even 
though his intentions may have 
been honourable. 

The problem of accountability 
also was obvious at national level. 
The improper implementation of 
the privatisation policy was again 
evidenced in the Maika-Telecoms 
issue. Criticisms have long 
abounded that the privatisation 
policy has benefitted a small well
connected minority. The apparent 
indiscriminate allocation of the 
privatised Telecoms shares to these 
three obscure companies support 
the criticism. 

From the explanations given by 
the authorities, there appears to be 
no attempt to trace the background 
of the three companies that were 
allocated the Telecoms shares. It 
also appears that no questions were 
raised by Finance Ministry officials 
as to why the shares were offered to 
these companies which indicated 
the extent of political dominance 
over the bureaucracy. Even the 
response made by Prime Minister 
Mahathir Mohamad, when queried 
on the issue, indicated the lack of 
accountability being practised by 
government leaders. Mahathir's 
reason for not interfering with 
Samy Vellu's decision in conrlCc
tion with the allocation of shares for 
the Indian community was: "l can
not interfere in this matter because 
I also don't want non-bumiputras to 
question how we distribute the 
shares among our community" 
(The Star. 14/5/92). His statement 
implied a quid-pro-quo had been 
achieved among national leaders 
which entailed a policy of non-in
terference when wealth resources 
were allocated, particularly under 
questionable circumstances. This is 
also the probable reason why the 
repercussions of political involve
ment in business has become ob
vious to most Malaysian citizens 
except to members of the ruling 
Barisan Nasional. 

CONCWSION 
There are some redeeming fac

tors that have come out of the 
Maika- Telecoms shares controver
sy and some important lessons to be 
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learnt For a change, it is reassuring 
to see the Anti-Corruption Agency 
investigating a matter involving a 
nationallc:ider. Samy Vellu's son, 
Maika, MIED and T AFE offiCials 
have been questioned. It is hoped 
that the true version of the 
numerous accounts of what hap
pened to the nine million shares 
will be revealed after the investiga
tions are completed. 

The controversy has also in
diciated the necessity to review the 
government policy of awarding 
shares of privatised entities on the 
basis of race and to companies 
which claim to represent the inter
ests of particular communities. 
While it is indeed true that the In
dian community is lagging behind 
the other communities in terms of 
economic ownership, politically
linked investment holding com
panies and cooperatives are not the 
answer to address the problem. In
dependent and accountable trust 
funds are possible avenues. In fact, 
of the MIC's numerous business 
ventures, the most successful were 
its three unit trust funds, probably 
because they were independently 
managed. There are, however, sug
gestions that the trust funds be 
brought under the management of 
Maika. 

It is evident from the MIC' s his
tory that the Maika-Telecoms 
shares issue is but one of the many 
controversies that have occurred 
because of the party 's active invol
vement in business. The avenues 
for patronage and corruption will 
continue to be exploited if the trend 
continues. Under such circumstan
ces, and with a distinct Jack of ac
countability prevalent in Malaysian 
politics, the Maika-Telecoms 
shares controversy is an important 
lesson on why business entities 
owned by political parties should 
not be the beneficiary of national 
wealth allocated for the com
munities they claim to represent.+ 

Edmund Terence Gomez 



MASS MEDIA 

THE PRESS IN 
SABAH AND SARAWAK 

Fairer Coverage and 
Greater Freedotn 

In this fourth and final 
part In our series on the 
Mass Media, FRANCIS LOH 
KOK WAH argues that the 
more technologically 
sophisticated peninsular
based newspapers could 
learn a thing or two from 
their counterparts In Sabah 
and Sarawak. Because no 
one political group exerts a 
clear monopoly over them, 
fairer press coverage ex
Ists In these two states. By 
being bilingual and trilin
gual publications, these 
regional newspapers could 
also be helping to over
come ethnic barriers. 

T
here exists the impression 
among many peninsular 
Malaysians thai the regional 

newspapers of Sabah and Sarawak 
are "less developed'", relatively less 
responsible, and at times even libel
lous. It is true that the wizardry of 
modem information technology has 
still not caught up with the press 
there. However, by preventing any 
one political group from acquiring a 
monopoly of control over all of them, 
fairer coverage and indirectly greater 
press freedom has been maintained 
(at least during certain periods) in 
Sabah and Sarawalc. Another dis
tinctive feature of the major regional 
newspapers is that they are trilingual 
in Sabah and bilingual in Sarawak. 

In this regard they may be contribut
ing towards the breaking down of 
ethnic barriers. The survey below 
elaborates on these two features of 
the regional newspapers and explores 
why Sabahans and Sarawakians still 
prefer to read the regional rather than 
the so-called "~onal" newspapers. 

The three major newspapers in 
Sabah are the Daily Express estab
lished in 1963, the Sabah Times in 
1952, and the Borneo Mail in 1988. 
While the ftrst two are broadsheets, 
the latter is a tabloid. All are sold 
at60 sen in the west coast and at 70 
to 80 sen elsewhere in the state. 

In the case of Sarawak, the three 
major newspapers are the Sarawak 
Tribune established in 1945, the 
Borneo Post in 1978, and the 
People'sMirrorin 1986. Although 
the first two are broadsheets and the 
latter a tabloid, aU are sold at 50 sen 
in the major towns and 5 to 10 sen 
more in the interior areas. 

Apart from the above, several 
other Chinese newspapers are also 
published. These include the See 
Hua Daily News the sister paper to 
the Borneo Post),the Chinese Daily 
News and the International Times 
in Sarawak; and the Overseas 
Chinese Daily (the sister paper to 
the Daily Express), Sabah Shi Pao 
(the sister paper to the Sabah 
Times), Today's News (the sister 
newspaper to Borneo Mail) the 
Asia Times, the Morning Post, the 
Merdeka Daily News, and the San
dakan Jit Poo in Sabah. The discus
sion below, however, pertains to 
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the non-Chinese newspapers of 
Sabah and Sarawak. 

Less Developed? 
It is true that the wizardry of 

modem information technology 
has still not caught up with the 
regional newspapers. Most of them 
are still presented in a dull black 
and white. The newsprint used is of 
a poorer quality and the black: ink 
dirties your hands more easily. 
Only one of them, the Borneo Post, 
which claims to be "the most wide
ly distributed and read English 
daily in Borneo" uses colour on a 
regular basis. 

It is also true that none of them 
have undergone a recent revamp in 
their fonnat. Thus news reports, 
features and business pages are 
mixed with the TV guide. hor~ 
scope columns, comics and enter
tainment features on the one hand, 
and with the classifteds, advertise
ments, MAS flight schedule, SPM 
examination guide and spats on 
the other. They have supplements 
(which will be discussed below as 
a distinctive feature) but they are 
not of the sort which focuses ·on 
business or on entertainment and 
literary matters. Neither are there 
weekly specials catering to. say, 
computet enthusiasts. It is only the 
Borneo Mail of Sabah which offers 
a daily section called "2nd Take" 
which pools together the comics, 
horoscope. TV guide, several pages 
of cinema advertisements, 
crossword puzzle and the oc-



casional feature. But this section 
on entertainment is no comparison 
to the New Straits Ti~s's "Life
style" or the Star's "Section 2". 
· Moreover, the foreign news 

items are essentially drawn from 
the wire services especially Reuter, 
UPI and AFP. Unlike the New 
Straits Ti~s and the Star these are 
not supplemented by alternative 
sowces like Gemini News or Third 
World Network, or by features 
reprinted from the major Western 
presses. 

AU in all, therefore, the Sabah 
and Sarawak newspapers appear to 
lag behind the peninsular 
newspapers in a variety of ways. 
Not only do they lack the new tech
nology. They also employ fewer 
people, of whom only one or two 
may be regarded as specialist 
writers. The fact of the matter is 
that these regional newspapers are 
by' far poorer than their peninsular 
counterparts. The premises from 
which they operate are further in
dications of the fmancial disparities 
involved. Notwithstanding the 
revamping of the Peninsular 
newspapers and the application of 
the new infonnation technology to 
make these newspapers m<R 
colourful, clean and attractive, the 
regional Sabah and Sarawak 
newspapers appear to hold their 
own. 

PenUrsular Press Not 
Adequately National 

One important reason is be
cause there is so very little coverage 
of goings-on in these two states by 
the S(Kalled national newspapers. 
Their bureaux in these two states 
are under-staffed and some even 
rely on stringers for their supply of 
news. 

Moreover, the many pages of 
classifieds in the national 
newspapers are of little if any, use 
to Sabahans and Sarawakians; so 
too are armouncements of super
duper sales in the departmental 
stores or of sensational stage shows 

by vtstttng artistes invariably 
scheduled to be held in Kuala Lum
pur. In fact, many of the full page 
colourful advertisements offering 
free gifts or special discounts "for 
limited periods only" often also 
carry in fine print. at the bottom of 
them, that these offers are "not 
valid in Sabah and Sarawak". The 
locals, inevitably, will pick up the 
regional newspapers instead. 

Questions of Pricing and 
Timing 

A second reason has to do with 
pricing. Whereas the peninsular 
newspapers cost 60 sen anywhere 
up and down the Peninsula, they are 
priced at 70 sen in Sarawak and 80 
sen (85 sen in the case of the Star) 
in Sa!>afl. In fact, however, they are 
usually sold at 80 sen in Kuching 
and at least 90 sen in Kota 
Kinabalu. The prices are higher in 
the other towns and are simply too 
expensive by the time they reach 
the more interior areas. At any rate 
they are usually not easily available 
there. 

A related problem is that the 
peninsular newspapers which are 
printed in Kuala Lumpur are avail
able only after the ftrst in-coming 
flights of the day from the national 
capital. It is late morning by the 

time they are available on the 
newstands. Subscribers receive 
their copies even later. Thus even 
in Kuching and Kota Kinabalu they 
are regarded as evening 
newspapers. Hence it is cheaper 
and more convenient, apart from its 
more relevant coverage, to read one 
of the local newspapers. 

It is just as well that there is this 
preference for the regional 
newspapers. F<X' the peninsular 
newspapers are becoming extreme
ly muzzled, biased and increasingly 
more concerned with the advertis
ing ringgit than with journalism ptr 
se (see AM Vol 12 No. 1). With 
continued support for the regional 
newspapers their djstinctiveness, 
namely their use of more than one 
language and fairer coverage of 
political (especially in case of the 
Sabah newspapers today) could be 
preserved and even enhanced. 

Bilingualism and 
Trilingualism 

Although all three major Sabah 
newspapers are essentially English 
dailies, they also carry daily supple
ments in Bahasa Malaysia and the 
Kada.zan language. For example, 
the Mail, which on an average day 
is 32 pages long offers eight pages 
in Bahasa Malaysia and some four 

BNPUSAT 
SO KONG 
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pages in Kadazan. Of its 28 pages, 
two to three pages of the Express is 
in Bahasa Malaysia and anothec in 
Kadazan while the Times which is 
also 28 pages long offers two to 
four pages in Bahasa Malaysia and 
one to two pages in Kadazan. In 
place of the "Pangaan Kadazan .. 
and sometimes in addition to it, the 
TimLs further offers the "Boros 
Dusun" (in standardised Dusunic 
language) two to three times a 
week. 

In effect, therefore, these three 
newspapers may be considered 
trilingual publications. Con
ceivably, such bilingualism in the 
Sabah newspapecs might en
courage the readers to be proficient 
in at least one other. if not all three 
languages. Proficiency, in turn, 
enables them to be informed of 
what is happening and being dis
cussed in other communities. For, 
as is well known, certain issues 
concerning a particular ethnic 
group are reported, at length, only 
in the language of that community. 
This practice furthers exclusivism 
which multilingualism can knock 
back. 

Moreover, bilingualism might 
also have the added effect of en
couraging the press fraternity to be 
less communally oriented in their 
presentation of news, features and 
commentaries as well, a problem 
which plagues some of the penin
sular newspapers, their claims to 
being more sophisticated publica
tions notwithstanding. At any rate 
the pages in Kadazan and Dusun 
allow for the promotion of reading 
and writing in those languages. 

There is no equivalent trilingual 
newspaper in Sarawak but two of 
the three major Sarawak 
newspapers are bilingual. The Post 
carries four out of its regular 
averageof22 to 24 pages in Bahasa 
Malaysia under the section "Utusan 
Post". Likewise, the Mirror which 
is usually 24 pages long, offers four 
pages under ''Cecmin Rakyat" in 
Bahasa Malaysia. Hence although 
lban, the language of the largest 

The Bom.o liM~ Daily&,..... and S.bah TmN of Sabah .. trilingu., daili ... 

indigenous group in the state, is not 
promoted via the major regional 
dailies, nonetheless, the Post and 
Mirror remain distinct from the 
peninsular newspapers which are 
all monolingual. 

Fairer Coverage and A Freer 
Press 

Another important feature of 
the Sabah newspapers is that no one 
political group exects a monopoly 
over them today as is the case of the 
major peninsular dailies. How
ever, this was not so when Tun 
Mustapha and Datuk Harris Salleh 
were in power. For instance, a sur
vey of the Times and Express in the 
run-up to the April 1985 State Elec
tion, which the Parti Bersatu Sabah 
(PBS) contested for the first time as 
an opposition party. readily reveals 
that both the Times and Express 
were extremely biased in favour of 
the ruling Berjaya then. 

In the subsequent State Election 
held in May 1986 when the PBS 
was the incumbent, the situation 
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was more even-handed. For al
though the Times became extrem~ 
ly anti-PBS after Berjaya had 
acquired a majority ownership of it, 
the Express, which was privately 
owned by a well-established Sabah 
Chinese family, the Yaps', main
tained a more independent position 
giving almost equal coverage to the 
contesting parties. 

But the even-handedness was 
clearest during the July 1990 State 
Election by which time the Mail, 
owned and controlled by in
dividuals (including the Tawau
bascd Voon family) close to the 
PBS, had entered the scene. On the 
other hand, the Timu continued to 
be clearly biased towards Berjaya 
and the opposition in general while 
the Sabah edition of Watan was 
clearly pro-USNO. Only the Ex
press appeared to be fair to all par
ties in their reporting and 
commentaries, its proprietors 
probably assuming that this was 
best for the newspapers own long
tenn interests. 



By the time the 'n.tional' newspapers readl Belaga, it'- fie next day. 

To be sure, some of the Mahmud's faction established the 
materials that were published came People's Mirror. While much that 
close to being libellous. However, was printed in both newspapers was 
since all of the major contending propagandistic, nevertheless, im-
parties had access to the public, portant infonnation on the practice 
many important issues were openly of money politics was revealed by 
debated. The criticisms of the op- both of them. The names of the 
position were widely reported and companies, and their shareholders, 
the government was forced to who had benefitted from the lar-
respond This was in complete gesse of government through the 
contrast to the situation in the granting of timber licenses, the 
PeninsuJa where the government- award of government contracts, 
owned mass media and the Barisan and the re-zoning of land for urban 
Nasional-controUed dailies deny development were made public for 
debate on all important issues and the flTSt time. The information 
only highlight negative news of the compromised both the incumbent 
opposition. In contrast, therefore, as weU as the challenger. With 
the Sabah people had access to im- their backs to the wall, the contest-
portant infonnation on the perfor- ing parties were forced to address 
mance of government. They were important issues. Hence it turned 
able to focus their attention on im- out to be a most meaningful elec-
portant development and social is- tion for many. In an atmosphere 
sues, and were encouraged to make where any one political group was 
their choices in considered fashion unable to monopolise control of the 
after having listened to both sides. major newspapers, the situation af-
The election was therefore that forded the people a better oppor-
much more meaningful. tunity to make an infonned choice. 

A very meaningful State Elec- Unfortunately, the 1991 
tion also took place in Sarawak in Sarawak State Election was not 
1987notonlybecauseitwaskeenly conducted in a similar open 
contested by two evenly matched fashion. For by that time in-
groups but because of the revela- dividuals close to Tan Sri Taib, who 
lions made by the press as well. was returned to office in 1987, had 
Undoubtedly, the Sarawak Tribune acquired ownership of the Sarawak 
was unabashedly used by Tun Tribune as well. With the Borneo 
Abdul Rahman Yakub and his fac- Post also throwing its support be-
lion. To counteract the opposition's hind the ruling BN Tiga coalition,' 
virulent attacks Tan Sri Taib the news and commentaries in all 
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the dailies were predictably pro
,govemment. Any mention of the 
opposition was made only . to 
ridicule them. In this regard jhe 
opposition Parti Bansa Dayak 
Sarawak and the Democratic Ac
tion Party were especially hand
icapped There was no opportunity 
whatsoever for either to rebut many 
of the allegations made ag~st 
them. Consequently, no impof$Ult 
issue surfaced in the course of J)le 
campaign period. 

The new monopoly of conp-ol 
over Sarawak's princf>al 
newspapers by interests cl~ly 
identified with the State Govern
ment has essentially put an end to 
fairer press coverage for aU during 
elections. Fortunately, the present 
situation in Sabah remains 
favourable. However, there is a 
danger that a reversal might ~lso 
occur in Sabah by the time the next 
election is held. This is because of 
two recent developments. Firstly, a 
new group PacifiC Strategic Sdn 
Bhd has just taken over ownership 
of the Sabah Times from Berjaya 
Party. Much will therefore depend 
on the new group's editorial policy. 
Secondly, the entry ofUMNO (and 
the MCA) into Sabah effectively 
means that all the national 
newspapers controlled by the ruling 
Barisan Nasional would now be 
mobilised in unprecedented ways 
for state electoral purposes, even 
more aggressively than was done in 
1985 to garner support to for the 
Berjaya government. But the na
tional newspapers can only succeed 
in this if more Sabahans · are 
prepared to tum awary from read
ing their regional newspapers.· 
Failing that, these richer parties 
could also gain control of existing 
Sabah newspapers by buying into 
them. There is real danger, there
fore, that the favourable situation of 
the regltmal newspapers,( already 
reversed in the Sarawak situation) 
will soon disappear in Sabah as 
well. Sabah 's situation will then be 
no better than Sarawak's. 0 
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HEART TO HEART 

Paying 
Tribute To Our 

Garbage 
Collectors 

Agnes lsobel Peter 

There is much talk about keeping our environment 
clean. 1bete are also effons by our Government 

via the media to increase our consciousness on the sutr 
jecL In line with this, I wou1d like 10 dedicate the follow
ing poem, which I composed. to all garbage collectors 
of our country who help to clean up our environment 
and whom many of us have, either consciously or un
consciously taken for granted:-

MEN OF THE MILLS 

Individual Identities, Unnoticed 
Simply called, "Garbagenun" 
Clad in their khaki Ulliforms 
From house to house, they procud 
One drives the truck 
Others walk on from behind 
Emptying dirt from bins 
Into that monstrous contraption. 

Their movenunts, mechanical 
Their faces, expressionless 
Eyes on the job 
No time to talk 
Blazing Sun, Heat, Thrust 
Bodies drenched in sweat 
Tough labour, much strain 

Dirt, Maggots, Flies, Slime 
Dust and a Universe of Germs 
These accompany them on their rounds 
Their Senses, Immune to the 
Stench of Rotting Garbage 
The Men- Tough and Rough-edged. 

We say: 

"It's a job 

Humiliating job 
Foul and low down 
Yet, if s GOT to be done 
SOMEBODY' s got to do it 
The Garbage men are there 
to take this under their care 
They're getting paid for it. 
But pity, oh pity 
They labour this way." 

They say· 

"We were raised poor 
School dropouts we are 

Thankful to God 
For giving us jobs 
Proud of who we are 
and what we do for a living 
Able to feed our families 
On our nuagre earnings. 
Think of so many 
Worse off than we. 

Among our Encounters 
Rude and impatient residents 
In spite of these 
Grown thick-skinned 
Through the years. 

But DIGN/1Y, VALUE, HONESTY, 
RESPONSIBIL/1Y AND J/ONOUR 
are what we ste in our labour. 

This is a job like any other 
Except that, none better off 
Will want to labour o'er 

We're heroes 111 our own right 
to feel this way is our RIGHT." 
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Among them 
Such brotherhood and understanding 
Survivors, Compamons 
Journeying together 
United in Spirit 
Men of true gnt. 

Men of the Mills 
Created, like us, 
In His Image and U/ceness 
Our Neighbours, our Brothers 
You are Courageous 
Together with the 
Sewage Cleaners 
Road SwttperJ and 
Town Cleaners 
You toil to clean up 
this Environmrnt of Ours. 

Indeed, due Dignity, 
Res~ct and Recognition 
should be given you, 
For truly, 
What will we do without you? 

Men of the Mills 
We thank God for you. 

On the morning of 1 October 1991, I met Puan 
Kamariah bte Mohd Noor, the lady boss of Majlis 
Perbandaran Petaling Jaya. From her brief sharing 

about treating our garbage collectors with respect, 
she struck me as one who is sensitive to their needs 
as persons and workers and is a source of strength 
and moral support to them - a person who cares. In 
the course of her five years in Majli~ Perbandaran 
Petaling Jaya, she provided them with facilities to 
use, which they did not have before at MPPJ. I was 
touched by her warmth and simplicity. She was kind 
enough to arrange a meeting for me that day with 
some of the garbage collectors, namely, En M 
Sundra, En Abu Kassim, En Narum bin Latif, En 
Arumugam and Encik Mohd Ali, who had just 
returned from their morning rounds collecting gar
bage. I wish to thank them for their openness in shar
ing their feelings about themselves and their attitude 
towards their jobs. I also wish to thank Mr Gopal, a 
supervisor, and Mr Chong, ~n officer, whom I also 
met at MPPJ, for their contributions. 

Let us give tribute to our garbage collectors who, 
together with the sewage cleaners, road sweepers, 
town cleaners and many others, work hard to clean 
up our environment. Much too oflen, in this fast age, 
we are too busy to.take notice or realize that SOME
ONE is cleaning out our bins for us. While, some 
may have much to complrun about the garbage collec
tors, I wonder how many of us would have the 
courage to do what they do for a living (even if it is a 
job and the men are getting paid for it). 

The poem carries the sentiments of our garbage 
collectors and after having met them, I realize that it 
is not pity that they need from us. They certainly 
think and feel positively about their jobs and would 
like to be respected for who they are. 

Could we not give them a more dignified name 
rather than term them "dustbinmen", .. garbagemen" 
or "rubbishmen "? Are these terms used by some of 
us because they are "convenient to use" terms or be
cause it is easy for people to understand who we are 
talking about? We may not mean any offense using 
such terms to address our garbage collectors and 
though the latter said "Oh, we are used to if' when I 
asked them how they felt about this, I wonder how 
we would feel if we were called such names just be
cause we cleaned out people's bins for them? "The 
garbage collectors said they want to be called "Wira" 
and when I reported this to some people, they 
thought it was to be taken humourously rather than 
seriously. They must have a right to feel the way they 
do and so, we should respect their feelings. 

I hope and pray that we will move ahead to em
power our Malaysian society to be transformed into a 
society that cares to treat all fellow workers with 
equal respect. 

Extracted from CANews, May 1992 
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Nuclear Energy 

Nuclear Energy: 
The Deadly Alternative 

Many economists have 
long argued that nuclear 
power represents a cheap 
and readily available 
source of energy. But Is It 
worth the risks Involved? 
Definitely not, says FAN 
YEW TENG, pointing to a 
long list of nuclear plant 
and storage site tragedies 
as evidence. 

ccording to N. Shashi Kala's 

A article 'Nuclear power at 
what price?', Dr Brian 

Heyton, who was recently on a visit 
to Malaysia. said that given the 
benefits of nucle<l' power, a small 
dose of radiation was worth it. Dr 
Heyton said, "The nuclear power 
plants give off onJy a fraction of the 
mcuimum permissible dosage of 
radiation." With regard to the prob
lem of storing nuclear waste safely, 
he argued, "If the waste is properly 
stored. then there is almost no chance 
of such a thing happening." He 
added, "If economists want power 
then you've got to have a way to· 
provide it. Nuclear power is the onJy 
long-term solution." 

Dr Heyton claimed that reports 
about the deaths of people as a 
result of the Chemobyl nuclear 
plant disaster in the Soviet Union in 
April 1986 were exaggerated. We 
can concede that there could have 
been some exaggeration here and 
there by the mass media. But this is 
I)Ot to say that the number of Cher
nobyl victims is not serious and 
tragic enough. Given the life-span 
of radiation, nobody can tell what 
the final toll will be. But as a Reuter 

report of 10 September told us, 
about 1,000 Soviet children af
fected by Chemobyl are being sent 
to Cuba this month to receive medi
cal treatment; they are the latest of 
more than 5,000 child victims who 
have visited Cuba since March 
1990 to rest on its beaches and 
receive specialized treatment from 
Cuban doctors for radiation-related 
illnesses. 

Dr Hcyton was of course right 
to say that if nuclear waste was 
properly stored there would be al
most no chance of any danger. We 
all know that. But it is a rather big 
'If. The whole short history of nul
cear power plants in different parts 
of the world tells a different story 
about safety standards both at the 
plants and at the nuclear waste 
storage sites. 

Dr Heyton had conveniently 
forgotten toteD us that in December 
1957 or perflaps in the first week of 
January 1958, a nuclear accident 
occured between the major 
southern Urals cities of Sverdlovsk 
and Chelyabinsk on the edge of the 
Siberian plain, near the town of 
Kyshtym. Soviet and international 
scientists have subsequently con
fmned that there had been an ex
plosion of some kind in a 
radioactive waste dump. 

The number of people who died 
or suffered radiation is unknown, 
but there were reports of hasty 
evacuation from the towns, hospi
tals filling up, huge quantities of 
foodstuffs being destroyed, and the 
major north-south highway through 
Kyshtym being closed for nine 
months. A Soviet physicist who 
drove through the area two years 
later reported: "As far as I could see 
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was empty land. The land was dead 
- no villages, only chimneys of 
destroyed homes, no cultivated 
fields or pastures, no herds, no 
people - nothing. It was like the 
moon for many hundreds of square 
kilometers, useless and unproduc
tive for a very long time, maybe 
hundreds of years." 

A decade after the explosion 
near Kyshtym, local doctors were 
still advising pregnant women to 
have abortions. 

Another nuclear accident took: 
place near the town of Blagovesh
chensk, on the cold wasteland of the 
Ca.c;pian, towards the Ural steppes, 
where the Soviet authorities had 
decided to dump nuclear waste 
since the 1950s. 

One afternoon, with a minimum 
of noise, the original trenching site 
simply shook itself awake and, with 
a single release, spewed radioactive 
gas and earth up into the sky in a 
kind of nuclear belch, like a kind of 
volcano. A light wind picked up the 
particles of nuclear waste materials 
and spread them along a narrow 
corridor. 

In Blagoveshchensk, nothing 
unusual seemed to have happened, 
at least initially. The people moved 
around outside their houses going 
about their business as usual. The 
air did not look different. did not 
feel different. and did not smell dif
ferent. But each breath they took 
contaminated their systems. In a 
deliberate move to hush up the 
whole incident, the Soviet 
authorities evacuated the injured, 
but left the seriously and fatally 
contaminated residents to die in the 
area. The area affected is still bar
ren to this very day. 



Although nuclear accidents in 
the West have not been as dis
astrous as those in the Soviet 
Union, they were nonetheless 
serious enough. First, there is the 
case of radioactive waste dumping 
into the sea off Seascale in Britain. 
According to an August 1984 
report, in his five years at Seascale, 
Dr Barrie Walker had to deal with 
three cases of childhood lymphatic 
cancer, a disease the average doctor 
rarely sees. 

Tyson Dawson, a fanner, said 
that he used to fann on a piece of 
land next to the nuclear waste 
reprocessing plant at Seascale and 
that some of his cattle and sheep 
were born "with serious defects, 
what I would call parts 
missing." Dawson added: 
"They had short tongues 
or no tongues at all. They 
had a lot of skin and hair 
missing- just down to the 
raw flesh." Dawson also 
said that some of his 
sheep developed growths 
"the size of your hand" all 
over their bodies. 

Then, the British 
governmnet decided on 1 
May 1987 to abandon 
four proposed radioactive 

Full>eck, Elstow and South Killin
gholme. Before that, it had aban
doned plans to bury nuclear waste 
on an industrial site at Billingham. 

As for the United States, first 
there was the near disaster at Three 
Mile Island on 28 March 1979, as a 
result of a pressurized- water .reac
tor suffering a loss of coolant. For 
five days, the world watched close
ly in suspense. Fortunately, disaster 
was avoided. 

Before the Three Mile Island 
accident, there was the incident of 
the Detroit Edison's experimental 
commercial breeder reactor, named 
Fenni I, on the shores of Lake Eric. 
This most ambitious of all the 
American electricity utilities' 

waste dumps at Bradwell, Warhead destruction. 

A nucl.., te.t -"e. 
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nuclear power projects ran into 
serious trouble on 5 October 1966. 
And then there was the Hanford 
nuclear waste tanks leak in 1973. 

Similar releases of radioactivity 
into the environment had also hap
pened at the Dresden nuclear sta
tion near Chicago, at Turkey Point 
in Horida, at the Millstone plant in 
Connecticut, at Wurgassen and 
Brunsbuttel in Germany, at 
Tsuruga and Fukushima in central 
Japan. There had been failures in 
proposed reprocessing schemes in 
West Valley, New York.; Barnwell 
South Carolina; and Karlruhe, Ger
many. Leaks were found at the 
Tokai plant in Japan just after it 
started up. Technical difficulties at 

the French La Hague 
plant near Cherbourg 
resulted in a buildup of 
levels of radioactivity 
in marine life off the 
Brittanny coast. 

Three workers 
were killed at an AEC 
experimental plant in 
Idaho in the United 
Stares. Workers were 
also kiJled in Yugos
hvia and Czechos
lovakia. In 1976 two 
workers were killed at 
the Jaslovke Bohunice 



nulcear plant in Czechoslovakia; 
neighbouring Austria wants it shut 
down. 

A UPireport in Septembec 1985 
stated that in 1984 a truck loaded 
with table legs for a Chicago res
taurant set off a radiation detector 
in an Illinois State police car. The 
steel legs were laced with cobalt-60 
from a 'hot' radiation therapy 
machine that had been discarded in 
Juarez, Mexico. The American 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
has received numerous reports of 
small amounts of radioactive sub
stances being dropped from trucks, 
stolen from labs, flushed down 
drains ~ just thrown out with the 
trash. Perhaps Dr Heyton could tell 
us how many of these doses of 
radiation are small doses? 

Dr Heyton should be in a 
qualified position to tell us about 
the 1957 reactor fire at Windscale 
in Britain. 

German authorities shut down 
the last five existing nuclear power 
stations in former East Germany in 
December 1990 because they did 
not meet safety standards. 

As The Times of London on 23 
July 1990 reported, thousands of 
people who lived near a nuclear 
weapons plant in the Pacific 
northwest region of the US in the 
late 1940s were coming to terms 
with the ugly fact that they were 
victims of what has now been 
dubbed "America's Chernobyl". 
The US Energy Secretary had ear
lier revealed that secret releases of 
radiation from the Hanford Nuclear 
Reservation, which made 
plutonium for nuclear weapons, led 
to widespread exposW"e. This goes 
to show that nuclear power, 
whether for military or for so-called 
'peaceful' uses, involves enormous 
risks to human and animal life and 
the environment, especially when 
we remember that most of the 
deaths and illnesses are often not 
necessarily immediate, except in 
nuclear warfare. 

It is not true to say that the world 
is running out of energy sources. It 

is most unscientific to say that there 
is no viable alternative to nuclear 
energy to replace depleting fossil 
fuels. There is solar energy, 
biomass energy, wind power and 
wave power. The question is 
whether there is the will to develop 
such alternatives on a massive and 
economical scale. There is also the 
question as to whether vested inter
ests in the nuclear industry are con
tinuing to sabotage the efforts for 
alternatives. 

Acc~ding to The Guardia.1 of 
16 February 1990, Edinburgh 
University's Professor Stephen 
Salter's scheme to develop wave 
power was actually short-circuited. 
Jim Jeffery, Emeritus Professor of 
Crstasllography at London Univer
sity, said the British Department of 
Energy and others conspired to 
ditch Salter's scheme by falsifying 
reports and withholding vital infor-

mation. He pointed out: "Those 
seconded to help the development 
of renewable energy did not always 
leave their nuclear commitment be· 
hind." Little wonder that there is no 
alternative to nuclear power!+ 

A WARRIOR'S PRAYER 
0 LORD, ~YOU BLESSED 

AND GUI~O 1Hl AACIUH AR811£S 
. Of JSAAU :xl BH~ WE PAAi. 
lHt:>f IHTr'I\CONTit~~W STAATl&IC 

~Hf~i~~~:A~~., 
TAR!fTA&E HUCUAR ~ 

TO 'UUIR N~TIAATIONS ... 
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SEND IN THE CLOWNS 
~slanging maleh between Samy VeUu and 
.1. Urn Kit Siang outside diC Dewan Rakyat 

chamber will undoubcedly go down in the 1992 
calendar of most MPs as the event of the year (apart 
from the Thomas Cup toumamcnt, that is). '1llc 
Mouth" and ·~ Lip" (I'm not saying who's which) 
engaged in a vituperative c~-fue insjde the hall and 
when ooe was~ the quarrel reswned outside 
lo the delight ol busy-bodies like us. The Minister oC 
Energy, Teleccrnmunication and Post. I must say, 
brought new meaning 10 his middle portfolio as he 
screeched and ranted in a manner best not elaboralcd 
here. 

Samy- agreed those glued 10 the 8pm news on the 
ltlly lhat evening • looked like demented ... almost as 
flustered as a Conner deputy speaker when Karpa1 
Singh mentioned the word "videotapes" in the Dewan 
Rakyaalhat falef'ul afltmoon not so long ago. The MlC 

r-
1 

I 

DON'T Nli~S I!! 
TJ-l!;. af\eoresT sHow IN 

/11\ALAI.SIA 

leader seems 10 be misbehaving himself 10 an early 
political grave. The Barisan leaders allegedly consider 
him a clown and an em~ment while his own party 
people arc only too rc00y 10 pave the way to his 
political graveyard. Who do you think tipped off the 
A CA. but his ov;n party people? 

However, the Samy-Lim duet was nearly 
overshadowed by the performance of a government 
backbencher. Furious over suggestions lhat he had 
hopped from one affiliation 10 another, not once but 
several times, the boclcbencher scrambled over his 
colleagues and rushed over to the opposition. For a 
moment, the opposition MPs thought he was 
party-hopping again. Fortunately, he only wanted 10 
wallop them up. 
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Meanwhile, the same hopper, was heard whining 
and grouching in the House about union leaders being 
paid high salaries. This was despite the fact that he and 
his BN colleagues had only at the last sitting voted 
themselves a fatter take-home pay. 'The MP, whose 
salary plus claims and perks must be topping at least 
$6,<XX> to $7 ,<XX> a month, said unionists should be 
paid a maximum allowance of $500 per month and no 
more. He complained that some union offlcials were 
getting up to $5,<XX> a month. The amount is indeed 
excessive, but at least they do more work than some 
MPs who not only sleep on the job, but play on the job 
while drawing fat cheques from our hard-earned tax 
money. 

Apart from the slanging and the hopping, the 
present sitting of Parliament was full of the usual trivial 
and meaningless debate. Ministers have generally 
ignored the sittings altogether, preferring to closet 
themselves in their lofty offices or going about their 
business of attending one senseless func#on after 
another. To top it all, the Prime Minister is vacationing 
in Ew-ope while Parliament is in session! The message 
that all these big guns seem to be sending out to us is 
that Parliament is just a sideshow to the larger show, 
that is the general election. And we know that it is 
usuallytheclownsandthelraincdanimalswhooccupy 
the sideshows. 

• • • 
BROADCASTING OUT OF TURN 

M r RTM. in a fit of irrational behaviour, declared 
that he did not at all like the government's plan 

to build a second causeway to link Johor and Sin
gapore. He said the billion ringgit scheme would ad
versely affect his constituency of Pulai and the 
residents there had conveyed their objections to him. 
Gasps of swprise, from both inside and outside the 
ruling party, could be heard from Alor Setar to Johor 
Baru at his daring. Could it be that Tok Mlt had fmally 
found his (metaphorical) balls? 

However, before they could get the chance to pat 
him on the back for his bravery (or foolhardiness, 
depending on which way you look at it), he called a 
Press conference to announce that he had changed his 
mind and having come to his senses, was now of the 
opinion that the second link would bcnelit his 
constituents. According to the gmpevine, the Pulai MP 
had been severely reprimanded and nearly had his 
knuckles rapped and his behind spanked by his 
political master for his foolish broadca~. Anyone can 
see that there is simply too much vested (and monied) 

interest here to bother about the feelings of a few 
thousand villagers or for that matter, an MP on the last 
leg of his political career. 

• • • 
WOOF! WOOF! 

J ust to win crucial votes, Malaysian politicians 
have been known to throw free dinners, give 

PoUtics_.gone to lhe dogs. 

away bicycles and outboard motors or just very crude
ly, hand out cold cao;h. One would think that the British 
politicians would be a shade more subtle but it seems 
that politicians are the same everywhere. They arc 
prepared to do anything for voles. Hence, John Major 
was caught shaking hands with a dog during the recent 
British elections. The cute little doggie, who fortunate
ly did not face the British voters' dilemma of having 
to choose between the devil and the deep blue sea, 
looked positively bored and would have much 
preferred a juicy bone to Major's paw. 

• • • 
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FLOORING THE OPPOSITION 
~ who have had the chance to meet the 
~ Menteri Besar of Kelantan have often been 

Slruck by his simpljcity and lack of airs and self-im
JXX13nee. He docs not go for Wlcy suiiS. posh cars or 
lavish recc:plions. He is always attired in a baju and 
sarung, the nmdatay skulJcap and sandals on his feet. 
A small group of people who met him a few monlhs 
ago were quite laken aback when he entenained their 
questions sealed aoss-legged on the floor. It is a style 
that has gooe down well with the generally lUipracn
tious village folks of Kelanlan. 

As such, many readers of a locaJ newspaper took 
a doubletake recently when they came across a 
phoqraph of three Umno bigshots (actually, one of 
lhem is now a smalbhoc having been chucked out by 
lhe rakyat) seated ackwardly on the floor of a huge 
s&age, albeit ~ a padded mat. at what was reponed 
to be a meeting with community leaders. They were 
none other than the Minisler Who Wants To Be Prime 
~Anwar Ibrahim, Minister Without MnJa&e 
Annuar Musa and Mr Nobody Mohamed Yaacob (the 
former Menteri Be.u Without Support) Uying to do 
as the ROOlaiW (and the opposition) do. 

Anyway, the amusing point to be made here is not 
(U' sullied ~ for their positions, but their 
seating positions. It was obvious thai all three were 
more used 10 sitting in overstuffed armchairs and 
equally commodious limousines than on the floor. Mr 
Nobody could be seen ~ly trying 10 hold his 
two legs togeda for fear that they would splay out in 
a hapless V. The Minisler Without Mandate appeared 
to be suffering from pins and needles (or even piles), 
while the Minister Who Wants To Be Prime Minister 
obviously wished he was already Prime Milmter so 

wt..ln K ......... .do • the opposition do. 

that nobody would have dared suggest that he sit on 
the floor. 

All one can say of this entenaining spectacle is that 
some ~ will stoop to even the floor in order to 
persuade all and sundry lhal they are just as simple, 
humble and unpretentious as their rival. 

••• 
PUBUSHING AT GUNPOINT 

T hailand's biggest English-language newspaper, 
The Bangkok Post, lost its nerve a1 the height of 

the democracy protests and appeared on the news
stands with gaping blank pages. They had bowed to 
military p-essure not to carry coverage of the anarchy 
that convulsed the capital recently. 1be editor 
defended the embarassing gaps saying that if he could 
not publish the stories the way il was written, then he 
would not publish lhcm at all. The point was, other 
papers went ahead and canied extensive reports on the 
violence and chaos. Meanwhile, Thailand's five 1V 
networks, which are owned by state or army behaved 
badly as expected. A story all 100 familiar. 

• • • 
SOUTH-SOUTH OR 

BUSINESS! BUSINESS! 

0 ne is beginning to su.~ thai all thi-; South
South solidarity on our pan is a sham to promote 

the so-ailed statesmanship of someone. Malaysia, for 
all its extroverted show of brotherhood with the blacks 
against the injustice of apartheid has been all too keen 
10 put its foot into the South African door of oppor
tunities the minute it appeared thal3JU1hcid would be 
dismantled. We have rushed to schedule MAS flights 
10 the African nation and there are signs that more 
ministers will soon be beating a path 10 there in the 
footsaeps of the Transport Minislcr. 

However, those who keep up withlhe BBC would 
be aware that the intcmalional community has been 
urged to keep up the pressure on the white regime. That 
is the message of Nelson Mandela and the African 
Nabonal Congress who are striving 10 transform South 
Africa from an apartheid state to a non-racial 
democracy. The black majority still do not have the 
vote and the recent whites- only referendwn clearty 
showed this. Only when an interim government is 
esW>Iishcd 10 rule South Africa during a period of 
transition to take the country to free and fair elections 
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it may be appropriate and morally okay for 
in1cma1iona1 pessure 1o be relaxed. 

Still, fiCR is litde reason 1o be !U'pl'ised a1 ow 
aovanrnenfs action. Even during the height of the 
trade embarJo apinst South Africa, the Malaysian 
goyanrnent applied the pressure in a highly selective 
manner. It conlinucd 1o do business wilh Shell, despite 
a wcrtdwide campaign to boycoU the oil company fc:r 
its role in fuelling the racist regime • s army and police. 

••• 
THATCHER'S ORPHANS 

''Thalchel' children", the self-made millionaires 
whole weallh grew spcclaCularty during Maggie's 

era have gone • quickly as they arrived. Many of these 
t.nllqm1eurs who dominaled the scene during the 
19801 111M fallen victim 10 high interest ralcs. the 
RlCellion IDI collapsing property values. A British 
newspapa- plide to the country's richest ~le 
showed lhat ''new money" (which the British upper 
cJa.es do fmd quite disaasaefuJ) simply did not have 
lhe staying powerof"old money". 

In Malaysia. we would call them ''millionaires by 
pattonage",preferablypoliticalpaaronage.Andlikeall 
lhings lhal come easy. they also go easy pMicularly 
when the pattonage is no longer lhere. The mosa 
spedaeular name 10 disappear was that of a person 
whom nobody could ever call a Thatcher child. and 
that is Robert Maxwell, whose fortunes have 
appcftlltly been built on less than ethical ways. Only 
last year, the guide had featured him on a spread 
devoted exci.Wvely to billionaires who included the 
Queen (NOT lhe rock group of the Freddy Mercury 
infamy). 

••• 
A KICK FOR MANKIND 

'1'\.e racial rues that burned through Los Angeles 
.I. have not only Jiven some American poliliciln 

political apilalto build upon bul the ones a1 horne 100. 
Malaysian politicians. including a has- been, could be 
heard hoodng their two sen worth of sanctimonious 
~on lhe American racial riocs. They had reason 
1o hoot. I aJPPOIIIC. fc:r ow beloved nalion has enjoyed 
III(R lhan 30 yen of peace and calm, though there 
111M been leMe and ~ rnomen&s. by and large 
ca&lled by no odler lhan lhe politicians lhemsel\u 

Poverty nong the blacks in American inner cities 
has wo-sened in the paa 10 years and post-riot analysts 
have claimed that the average worth of black 
households is a mere tenlh of white households while 
18 per cent of black households wilh two paren~ live 
below lhe poverty line. In the ~ of households 
headed by a woman alone. 61 percent 1ft living below 
the poverty line. 

It was thus ironic to read. in the same week that the 
riots and looeing caught the irnaginalion and aamtion 
of the wOOd (in a faWon worthy of a Hollywood 
production). an Associated Press report which 
revealed that al least US$7.7 billion of the US$29 
billion that lhe US govemrnent poured into i~ "Sa. 
WBI'S" projects never got oft' the JIOUIId. The repon 
said Jhese projeciS mochbaUed because lhey wae 
found to be "unneeded, unworkable c:r unaffmlable". 
Still,lhedefencedepartment isdetennined to go ahead 
with lhe propmune although the thrt3l that led to its 
crealion -the Soviet nuclear threat - has dwindled. 

We may have agreed that lhe fii'Sl hwnan landing 
on the moon many years ago w• a great seep fc:r 
mankind bul lhe conlinuing fiaSCO oflhe Arnc:rk3l 
Slilr Wars or ror that maucr. ils space programmes. is 
a kick in the buU for America's poor and needy, but 
great ltickla:k rc:r the milia..-y falcats. 

••• 
THE POUTICIAN'S CUP 

RUNNETH OVER 
"''1he Thomas Cup comes home again after ne:llty 
.I. 2S years. No one was more happy than the 

politicians. !Orne of whom .e not even remotely 
connected to badminton. c:r fc:r that mauer. spms. One 
politician after another have hopped onto the racket 
heroes' victory parnde, waving so jubilantly at the 
throngs of badminton- aazed Malaysians, that one 
would think that lhey had been the ones who swealtd 
to bring horne the cup. The cup, its heroes and the 
politicians (!Orne were doubting Thonla!es at the start. 
but 1ft now beginning to resemble the groupies who 
hang around rock stars) went to Pen:lng afla' Selangor 
and Johor fc:r the wierdiest of reasons. The Penang 
government claimed it muse have the parade because 
the cup had toured Penang fii"St when it w~ last won 
by Malaysia. Pemaps that was why we had to wait a 
quar1Cr of a cen&ury 1o hold the cup again. 

NNP 
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Thomas Cup - Going 
Overboard? 

A s a Malaysian, I am happy and 
proud that we have finally won 

back the prestigious Thomas Cup after 
25 years. h took a whole generation to 
achieve this feat. 

The players richly deserve all the 
glory and praise showered upon them. 
They need to be rewarded -but has it 
got to be in the millions? 

It is just one victory but cons idee 
the millions that are being given 
away. Is it fair? Must we go over
board? 

Consider the hard-working 
labourer who serves the country all 
his life; or the conscientious farmer 
who provides food for the nation, or 
the dedicated teacher who gives his 
best, or the faithful clerk who slogs 
all day - what do they get? Aren't 
their contributions just as important? 
And what do they get at the end of 
the day? 

Their performances and contribu
tions may not be that spectacular be
cause their services are not beamed 
across the country. They do not come 
unda the &Jare of publicity or the 
scrutiny of the TV camera to be 
reminded that they too exist and also 
contribute. 

Their services are taken for 
granted. When they retire, it is of no 
significance unlike the retirement of a 
Field-Marshall or the Director
General of a ministry who is feted in 
every state and for every occasion. 

The winning moment: The nation 
Mntwild. 

They die an insig11ificant death 
unlike the death of the elite which is 
splashed across the pages of the press. 
Tributes pour in and wreaths pile up 
and their services chronicled glowin~
ly. 

What is the nation's reward for 
these men who are engaged in 
humdrum tasks? It is time to pause 
and think. 

Pavanaravana 
PENANG 
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Maika Fiasco 

T he Central Working Committee 
of the MIC may have put the 

stamp of approval on the conduct of 
Samy Vellu in the 10 million share~ 
flasoo but it does not in any way make 
him right in what he <lid. 

Predictably, the ewe rallied 
round their president and endorsed 
his action -they had to if they har
boured any dreams of continued in
cumbency on the CWC! 

The ewe was summoned when 
Samy Vellu was in trouble but did he 
care to consult them when he was 
riding high? 

10 million shares involving 50 
million ringgit is a mind-boggling af
fair. It needed the deliberation and in
volvement of the entire ewe and the 
Board of Directors of Maika. 

Why were they not summoned? 
Why were they not consulted? 

How could one man talce upon 
himself this gigantic responsibility 
and make a decision that has now ~n
raged - and rightly so - every 
shareholder of Maika? On what 
authority did he solely decide without 
consultation and discussion? 

He IS only one man! How could 
he by-pass the Directors of Maika or 
the ewe in a matter that is so vital to 
the Indian community? 

There is no earthly reason for him 
to pass on nine million shares to three 
private companies which have noth
ing to do with the MlC or the fate of 
the Indian community. 

It wasn't a question of money, 
though at one point he quoted Rarna 
Iyer as telling him that Maika could 
only afford to take up one million 
shares. But this was effectively 
demolished by Rama Iyer when he 
revealed that he had already obtajned 
approval for a 50 million ringgit loan 
from a bank to talce up the entire 10 
million shares which was originally 
offered to Maika. 

In other words, Maika was in a 
position to talce up the entire 10 mil
lion shares. The mystery is why did it 
not do so? The question is, why divert 
nine million shares elsewhere? 

The mystery indeed deepens 
when one delves into the maucr fur
ther. These shares were allocated way 
back in 1990. Why was this kept a 
secret from the Maika shareholders 
and the Indian community? 



If it is true that whatever he did 
(including the act of denying and 
depriving the Maika shareholders of 
their legitim ate benefits) - was in the 
interest of the TAFE College, the 
question that begs for an answer is 
whether this interest could not be 
served through Maika? 

Would the shareholders have ob
jected if part, or a major part of the 
benefits derived from these shares is 
chanelled towards TAFE College? 

Wouldn't the shareholders of 
Maika, who pawned their jewellery or 
raised a Joan at exorbitant interest 
rates to participate in Maika, have 
derived some benefits if these 10 mil
lion shares were acquired by Maika? 

The shares that were sold by these 
private companies only fetched a 
small profit. Why were these shares 
sold when everyone knew that these 
shares would soar up in value? 

The important question is who 
bought these shares? And how fast 
did these shares rise after they were 
bought by these mysterious in
dividuals? 

Masalamoney 
SUNGEI SIPUT 

New Identity Cards: 
Explanation Needed 

I t is most gratifying to know that at 
last guide-lines "to cut the fuss in 

applications for new identity cards will 
be implemented next month". Such 
guide-lines to COWller staff should have 
been issued from the very beginning 
and updated as and when problems 
which could not have been anticipated 
are brought to light 

However, an explanation is still 
required in respect of two matters. 
Firstly, why cannot the existing IC be 
surrendered when the new one is 
ready for collection thereby saving 
endless problems during the interim 
period? Secondly, why is so much em
phasis placed on the birth certifica'e 
which, especially those from pre-Mer
deka days, is often a most inaccurate 
document compared to say, the cur
rent IC, the baptism certicate, the 
citizenship certificate, the pension 
card and pension vouchers in the case 
of government pensioners etc? Coul~ 
not a personal statutory declaration 

based on one of these documents suf
fice for the purpose of the renewal ex
ercise? 

Especially in pre-Merdeka days, a 
birth, say, in a rural area would have 
been recorded sometimes by the atten
dant in an estate hospital or the · 
policeman on duty at a village police 
station. Often, at the time of birth, the 
parents would have not yet decided 
on a name and there are cases where 
the hospital attendant suggested a tem
porary name in order to complete the 
birth certificate. In the case of the 
policeman on duty, he cannot be 
blamed for misspelling in English a 
tongue-twisting name. Under the cir
cumstances, the mandatory require
ment that statutory declarations by 
close relatives ten years older than 
oneself are needed to rectify these 
anomalies is Wlreasonable e.g. I am 
now 73 and my close relatives, if any, 
who should be ten years older than 
myself, exist only in my memory! 

DDD 
KUALA LUMPUR 

New Motto For Fire 
Department? 

After reading reports of the KL 
Airport fire may I suggest that a new 
bidalan be adopted by the Fire 
Department as its motto and dis
played prominently in all Fire Sta
tions: 

"Sedia dahulu pendapatan, 
Sedia kemudian apa gunanya?" 

GHood 
JOIIORBARU 

Sixty Seconds To Steal A 
Proton Sagar 

I relate the following incident for the 
benefit of fellow-Proton Saga 

owners. Recently when I came out of a 
supermarket, I was accosted by a 
salesman who politely asked me 
whether I was aware how ea'>)' it was to 
steal a Proton Saga and if I would care 
for a demonstration. 

My Proton Saga was locked and 
the key was in my pocket. In less than 
a minute, he had opened the bonnet 
which would permit disabling of the 
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Proton Saga: More effective 
anti-theft devic:elt, please! 

alarm, the boot, all doors and he also 
had the engine running. 

Though I was horrified I told the 
salesman that I had yet another protec
tion - an Abloy steering lock; but he 
demonstrated to me how easily this 
could be circumvented. 

He then told me that the finn he 
represented had ready-made devices 
which could be fitted to the bonnet, 
the boot and the doors which would 
prevent access to the car without a 
key. It cost me $348/- to have these in
stalled. 

It would be helpful if the 
manufacturers of Proton Saga incor
porated these anti-theft devices in fu
ture models. They would certainly be 
more welcome by purchasers of the 
Proton Saga than "compulsory" op
tional extras! 

DDD 
KUALA LUMPUR 

Inconsistent Manjeet 

The Supreme Court is the highest 
in the land. There is no higher 

court of appeal in Malaysia. In the 
interview with A/iran Monlhly 1992: 
12(3), Manject Singh asked all lawyers 
to completely abide by the Court's 
crucial verdict that Hamid Omar did not 



commit contempt of wurt. All lawyers, 
we are told, •e obliged to accept the 
Supreme Cowt ruling. Whatever their 
personal misgivings, the· arc no two 
ways about it either the Bar accepts in 
1010 the decision or, as he puts it, goes 
"all the way". After all, says Manjeet, 
despite his objections, the Bar had, by 
paying his fine, accepted the Court's 
pronowx:ement of oontempt of oourt on 
him (Manjeet). The Bar's stance of 
being 'practical' is deemed 
wishy-washy, inconsistent, and "very 
hollow''. Preswnably, for Manjcet, 
everything smacks of utter hypocrisy. 

Lest one gets the false picture that 
Manjeet had, from the outset, consis
tently felt himself duty bound to 
recognize and accept the Supreme 
Court's decision, and had from the 
very beginning clamoured for due 
respect for the Court 's verdict 
amongst his professional colleagues, 
it ought to be made qulle clear that 
such was never the case. For quite a 
while after the decisive April 29, 
1989 verdict..Manjeet, as is evident 
from his many actions, had refused to 
let the dust settle. No regard or 
respect towards the Court's decision, 
duty bound or otherwise, was explicit
ly indicated until, of oourse, the later 
change of heart- Thus, Manjeet's be
lated acceptance of and ultimate faith 
in the Supreme Court ruling and his 
subsequent righteous appeal to au to 
follow suit, show that throughout the 
entire episode, Manjeet himself never 
had an unqualified and consistent 
stand on the recognition and accep
tance of the Court a ruling - ruling 
from a Court he now decides all are 
duty bound to accept and uphold. 

Why the initial contempt shown? 
Why the lack of respect for and faith 
in the fmal judgement of our highest 
Court in the first instance? Whatever 
happened to the solemn obligation to 
accept and recognize her rulings? 
And what about the later change of 
heart? Manjeet's reply is clear enough: 

" ... I was still waiting for the 
decision from Lincoln's Inn to come. 
To me, Lincoln's Inn was going to be 
the fmal avenue." 

Apparently, as a loyal officer of 
the nation's court, Manjeet never (at 
fJJ'St, and for sometime anyway) con
sidered the April 29 Supreme Court 
ruling final. 

Is Manjeet saying that his ul
t.imate regard for the Court and her 

ruling is dependent on the dictates of 
a still bigber court of appeal? Does 
Manjeet seriously and honestly 
b ,. ve and expect (even desire) a 
foreign legal institution, albeit a dis
tinguished one, to influence and some
how help overturn the decisive 
verdict of the Supreme Court of a 
modern, self-respecting, fully 
sovereign state like ours? In any 
event, had Lincoln's Inn generously 
provided "some vindication for the 
acts and endorsement that (what) we 
had done was right" and had the 
Malaysian Government and Judiciary 
summarily pooh-poohed the inter
ference (would anyone be surprised?), 
would Manjeet have felt duty bound 
to place his loyalty on the highest 
Court of his country? If not, would he 
have continued to defy the Court 
decree, or, perhaps gone "all the 
way"? At what stage then, if at aU, 
would Manjeet have thought it was 
"about time" and started lobbying for 
all to faithfully abide by the Court 
decree? How does Manjeet habitually 
decide wbeo to confer fmal recogni
tion on the decisions made by the 
nation's highest Court? After it is 
deemed hopeless "that somebody 
somewhere would rise to the oc
casion''? Is Lincoln's Inn the institu
tion Manjeet invariably falls back on 
before making up his mind on 
whether to unequ1vocally recogruze 
our Supreme Court's decision? All 
these follow-up question: Isn't the 
"appeal" to the good offices of the 
English Lords a contempt of court of 
sorts in this particular context? Is 
Manjeet saying that our Supreme 
Court decision needs confirmation 
before be is willing to bestow it fmal 
recognition? Is this the norm- his 
norm? In any case, one wonders why 
Manjeet, to be consistent, had not felt 
duty bound to respect the Supreme 
Court ruling by keeping a disciplined 
noble silence, pending Lincoln's Inn 
deliberations? It would seem that it 
was only after "the mother of legal in
stitutions" gave the green light that 
Manjeet would fmally (irrevocably) 
kowtow to the mother of legal institu
tion in his own country. So much for 
being duty bound. 

Given the absence of immediate 
and conclusive recognition and acceJr 
tance of the Supreme Court ruling as 
fmal and binding; the subsequent 
questioning of the ruling and the wait-
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and-see stance; and the rather late 
about-tum to rally for respect for the 
Court ruling, what can one be ex-
I ed to surm oau M. ~ be-
lated lament of his colleagues 
wishy-washiness, hollowness, and in
consistency? 

B.H. Teoh 
PENANG 

Hudud Laws 
Unconstitutional 

I t is really sad to note that the Prime 
Minister is encouraging the 

PAS-led Government to implement 
Hudud laws in Kelantan.ln theN~ 
Straits Timuof 17 April1992, the 
Prime Minisler deliberately challenged 
PAS to immediately implement such 
laws if they were serious about doing 
so. What's more, the Prime Minister 
even went to the extent of stating that 
the Federal Government was prepared 
to amend the Constitution to enable 
PAS to implement hudud laws. 

What Dr Mahathir did not take 
into consideration is that, while 
propagating politi~al warfare with 
PAS which is religious in nature, be 
had failed to understand the anxiety 
of non-Muslirns over the issue. He 
had also failed to pr~~~tmatically cany 
out his executive function with due 
consideration to our multi-ethnic 
society. Non-Muslims, who are also 
Malaysians, are placed in an extreme
ly delicate situation between the 
Prime Minister and PAS' religious ex
periments. 

The Prime Minister should be 
condemned if he attempts to manipu
late our Supreme Constitution in line 
with his political sb'ategies. Mahathir 
has all the right to go about challeng
ing PAS on any issue provided that no 
Malaysian, whether Muslim or non
Muslim, is in any way victimized by 
the results of his political experiments. 

On the other hand, PAS should 
cancel its plan to implement hudud 
laws exercisable on non-Muslims. No 
man should be bound by the moral 
obligations of a religion that he does 
not believe in. 

I therefore urge all peace-loving 
Malaysians to condemn PAS for its 
unconstitutional intentions and 
Mahathir for his inhuman behaviour 



in being an instigator of such uncon
stitutionalism. We cannot afford to 
subject our inter~ic tie$ to such 
hazardous conditions. 

Chan Kok. NU/Ig 
KUALAWMPUR 

In The Name Of God, Go!" 

''You have sat too long bere for any 
good you have been doing. 

Depart, I say, and let us have done with 
you. In the name of God. go!" 

It may be of interest for readers to 
know that this speech by Leo Amery 
in the British House of Commons in 
May 1940, addressed to Neville 
Chamberlain's government, was 
based on Oliver Cromwell's speech to 
the Rump Parliament on 22 January 
1654: 

"It is not fit that you should sit 
here any longer ... you shall now give 
place to better men. Begone, I say, 
and Jet us have done with you - in the 
name of God, go!" 

Malaysian 
JOHORBARU 

Not Another Monopoly! 

I wish t> complain about Third Party 
insurance claims; particul•ly 

regarding the inadequacy of the 
settlements allowed Wlder the Civil 
Law Act of 1984. 

However, I must admit, I never 
anticipated the alarming prospect of 
the motor vehicle insurance business 
being monopolized by one company. 

I am an unashamed capitalist and 
I rejoice in the current decline of com
munism. I am a capitalist because the 
ebb and flow of supply and demand 
in the market place is the fairest sys
tem in an imperfect world. 

Capitalism, of course, like any 
other system, has its weaknesses. One 
such weakness is its self-destructive 
tendency to allow one player in the 
market to gain dominance over the 
others, thus destroying the very com
petition on which the system thrives. 

When this happens, you get a 
monopoly which Ill effect, is not dis
similar to communism, except that 
ownership is in the hands of a small 

number of individuals instead of the 
government and people. 

Monopolies, like communism, 
through lack of competition, en
courage poor service to the cus
tomers, high costs and an indifferent 
' take it or leave it' attitude on the part 
of management and staff. This has 
been the lesson of history and it is 
very unlikely to change now or in the 
future. 

For this reason, I view the 
proposed monopolization of the 
motor vehicle insurance business by a 
single government-sponsored com
pany with considerable alarm. After 
all, we already have enough monopo
lies in the form ofTelekom, Tenaga 
Nasional and now, Syarikat Pos 
Malaysia Berhad; not to mention 
MAS and a few others. Our efforts 
should therefore be concentrated on 
creating a healthy competitive situa
tion for these concerns, rather than ad
ding further monopolies to the list 

In order to improve the situation, 
I would suggest the foUowing: 

•Liberalize the regulations so that 
third party premiums and awards to 
accident victims can fmd their proper 
levels through the courts. 

•Introduce legislation so that only 
legitimate and responsible insurance 
companies are allowed to operate. 

SaijAstrel 
KUANTAN 

Persistent Poverty on 
Plantations 

Plantation a"OJl' have been the 
chief contributors t> national 

prosperity but the highest incidence of 
poverty in Malaysia is found among 
households dependent upon the main 
export crop: rubber. Furthermore, this 
incidence of poverty awe-s to be 
extremely persistent, having declined 
only m•ginally since 1970, while the 
country experienced an otherwise 
impressive growth rate. In 1970, 
according to official statistics, 385% of 
poor households in Peninsular Malaysia 
depended on plantation crops. 

The co~xistence of national 
prosperity with persistent poverty in 
the plantation sector is no more a 
wincidence. It stems from a deep
rooted functional relationship in the 
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Plantation wortl- llb.orb h J)llinful 
con.-quenc:.. of cletllltioMiy price 
awinga. 

dynamics of the plantation economy 
which generates both growth and 
poverty as part and parcel of the 
p1uduction and distribution process. 

There has been a substantial rise 
in labour productivity; dunng 1960-
1981, output per estate worker in
creased 225 times. Who nas 
benefited from these large produc
tivity gains? Recent evidence from 
the Rubber Research Institute of 
Malaysia (RRIM), indicates that 
profit margins can be as high as 55% 
of gross revenue per kg. These mlt
gins refer to well organi.z.ed estates 
below 200 planted hectares or 
medium-sized estates. It can be as
sumed that profit margins on larger es
tates, where even greater economies 
of scale exist, would be no less. 

Despite large productivity gains 
and profit margms, estates have one 
important feature tn common: persist
ent poverty. Why should this be so? 
At flfSt sight, it would be tempting to 
attribute it to ethnicity, since, after all, 
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic society, 
and estate labour has, for historical 
reasons, been largely of Indian origin. 
But this might only be partially true, 
although, ultimately, elite manage
ment and exploitation emerge as the 



common, principle explanatory vari
able. 
. . The origins of this problem might 

lie m the cheap labour policy which 
reproduces poverty and simultaneous
ly ICCUmulate surpluses that enrich 
those who control and regulate 
production and distribution. Wages on 
rubber estates are linlced to move
ments in the price of rubber. The 
agreement between the Malaysian 
Agricultural Producers Association 
(MAPA) and the National Union of 
~lan~n Workm (NUPW) is defi
caent m several important respects. 
The producers can cushion themsel
ves against these fluctuations by 
stockpiling and other form of supply 
management; the estate workers have 
no such protection. The effect of 
direct linkage is to pass the deflation
ary consequenca of pnce swings 
onto the estate workm. This will un
dermine their economic welfare. Thus 
the MAPA-NUPW agreements effec
tively place estate workers and their 
rates of pay at the mercy of producers. 

In recent years estates have com
plained of increasing labour shortages 
u a result of falling real wages. 
Recent reliance on imported In
donesian labour, which has been offi
cially endorsed by the government, 
~ ~ffedively arrested any upward 
~se tn ~tate earnings or any narrow
mg of mter-sectoral wage differentials 
which otherwise might have occured. 
Under normal competitive conditions, 
the employers reaction to genuine 
labour shortages would be to raise 
money waaes and over time, real 
waces in order to induce an additional 
inflow of labour into the sector. 
Employer and ofrteaal resistance to 
hiJher wages on rubber estates is 
C:V~ce of a deliberate policy of con
tmumg the traditional cheap labour 
policy inherited from colonial times. 
This is the basic cause of persastent 
poverty on Malaysian estates (includ
ing oil palm and cocoa). From a 
po~erty-redressal policy perspective, 
rehance on imported cheap labour 15 
self- defeating since it tends to 
reproduce poverty, contrary to the 
~_'s o~jective of reducing and 
elimmatmg il 

Therefore, the J awatankuasa 
Kebajikan Mahuiswa India of UKM 
hopes that before the turn of this cen
tury, the working class in the planta-

lion sector will have a little more in 
wages, labour rights and hwnan rights. 

from the government or Mahathir's 
vision? 

Vasu slo Yaranian 
Jawatankuosa K ebajikan 

Mahasiswa India 
UKM, BANG!, SEUNGOR 

Board of VIsitors: IGP's 
Move Lauded 

I nspector -General of Police Haniff 
. Omar's view of setting up an 
independent Board of VisiJ.ors to 
monitor all lock -ups is proof of the high 
moral values in him. 

This right direction should also 
cover ISA detainees. Through this in
dependent Board, the poor, the il
literate, the less influential and the 
fearful (of the police) will have access 
to fairplay. This independent Board, 
apart ~m being centrally located, 
should also be set up in every state. 

Offers to sit on the Board should 
be extended to the whole spectrum of 
society including pressure groups. As 
for ~aniff, Aliran should seriously 
consader conferring its annual award 
on him for his continuous support of 
democratic principles, values and for 
his protection of the rights of the 
people. 

Sivalohor 
JOHORBAR.U 

The Sultan's Lamborghlnl 

F rom the time I heard of this issue 
on the 6.30 News on Radio 4 on 

30 March 1992, questions have been 
spinning in my mind hi with each 
sublequent statement in the press, lheae 
questions have multiplied. I hope 
someone will be able" to throw some 
lighl 

Since Independence, there would 
have been many times when some of 
our royalty would have bent or 
broken our Jaws, yet only now and in 
this particular case is the government 
publicizing the issue. Why? 

•Does Mahathir want to teach the 
Sultan and/or Kelantan a lesson? 

•Is this a warning to other mem
bers of the royalty as to what could 
happen if they were to 'stray' away 
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•Is this a sign to show where real 
power is? 

For the put few years, the Sultan 
of Kelantan seems to have sold at 
least ten luxury cars for which duty 
had not been paid. 

•Why have the Customs and 
other government departments been 
keeping quiet aU this time? What 
about other members of the royalty 
from other stales? 

•Who is responsible for the col
lusion (if any) between the royalty 
and the government aU these years? 
Who will pay and how? 

Anwar did the main job of 
makang all this public. 

•Will this boost his chances of be
coming premier or will this be the 
beginning of his fall from grace? 

These are some of the questions 
spinning in my mind. 

Joe-M 
ALORSETAR 

Apprehension Justified 

T he increasing apprenhension by 
some government$ and 

environmental groups about the 
usefulness of the UN environment 
swnmit in lUo de Janeiro in J~me is not 
without justification. 

Ms Barbara Bramble of the Na
tional Wildlife Federation of the US 
has blamed the US government's in
transigence for the near collapse of 
the last preparatory conference at the 
United Nations before the Rio sum
mit. 

Bramble revealed that in secret 
negotiating sessions, the US was 
"seeking to remove every reference to 
implementation" of any environmen
tal programmes. She said US 
negotiators had also sought to remove 
a requirement that nations submit an
nual progress reports on their environ
mental acttvities. 

The FiflQnCia/ Times of London 
carried an equally depressing report 
from Rio de Janeiro by Christian 
Lamb on April 2, 1992. According to 
Lamb, activist environmental groups 
Green peace and Friends of the Earth 
with the Brazilian Forwn of Non- ' 
Governmental Organizations, had 
launched a "blistering attack" on the 



stalled negotiations for the UN sum
mit 

The groups had warned that the 
summit might do more harm than 
good, exacerbating North-South dif
ferences. They said, "Unless there is a 
dramatic change of course, the Rio 
conference is heading towards failure 
of historic proportions." 

They set points seen as essential 
"to give the planet the minimum chan
ges of survival." Chief of these is a 
commitment by President George 
Bush of the US to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions that contribute to 
global warming. 

"Without this," they warned, "the 
conference will be a disaster." 

Has the so-called "New World 
Order" of George Bush no place for a 
clean, sustenable and liveable planet? 
Or is this yet another example of the 
huge gap between superpower preach
ing and practice? 

Fan Yew Teng 
KUAlA LUMPUR 

Love Of God the Only 
Solution 

Since the end of the Cold War and 
the demise of socialism in Eastern 

Europe and the fornta" Soviet Union, 
many countries have become convinced 
that only democracy and a free 
enterprise system can bring prosperity 
10 humanity. Socialism is dead and 
there is no point in pursuing its 
ideology. In certain parts of the world 
there is growing religious resurgence. 
Leaders of these countries believe that 
only religion can save them from 
oppression. While religion ha.~ been 

instrumental in bringing man towards 
God, certain people have misintelpfeted 
religion in a sectarian way. Solidarity 
and common brotherhood among all 
human beings is emphasized less. 

The question is: have democracy, 
free enterprise and sectarian religions 
brought prosperity to human beings? 
The United States, which always 
takes the lead in promoting free 
enlelpl"ise, is going through recession 
where thousands of workers have lost 
their jobs. Democracy has been given 
a narrow meaning where only civil 
liberties have been given prominence, 
while the right to food, the right to 
shelter and the right to a decent wage 
have been ignored. This is the reason 
why the majority of mankind are 
living under conditions of great pover
ty because of the unjust free 
enterprise system dominated by the 
US and the West A narrow outlook 
on religion has brought forth violence 
and hatred in many countries. 
Capitalism, socialism and a sectarian 

interpretation of religion can never 
bring prosperity to humankind; only 
an undivided love for God and for 
human beings can bring prosperity. A 
man who loves God, believes in jus
tice and in turn loves human beings 
and takes care of them. Religion 
which is practised without love but 
with hatred and revenge instead is a 
disaster for mankind. Undivided love 
for God and human beings should be 
the top priority of all political leaders 
in the world so that they can bring 
about a radical change in themselves 
and the world, so that human beings 
left in the world can live in justice 
and enjoy an equal share of worldly 
goods. Only the power of love can 
bring about a change, not ideology. 

Ronald B J 
IPOH 

I am done wiJh great things and big things and great 
institutions and big successe~·. and I am for tllose tiny 
invisible molecular moral forces thllt work. from 
individual to individual, creeping through the crannies of 
the world like so many rootkts or like the capiUary 
oozing water, yet which, if you give them time, wiU bend 
the hardest monuments of (human) pride. 

- William Jan1cs 

Calling all AM subscribers .• , ON& CHA toH 

Dear Reader. 

Please state your reference nwnber (circled as 
shown) whenever you renew your $ubscription or 
chooge your addreSs! 

Your cooperation is much appreciated as this 
speeds up the renewal and locating~-

-Editor 

7 kNtPOH& MAMAS 
11950 DAYAN BN!U 
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JUSTICE 

"If we 
don't 

fight now 
to protect 
our/and, 
we will 

die soon" 
a Dayak-Kel.bit leader. 

Our Land And Our Life 
Sarawak NCR Land Threatened 

In the first of three ar
ticles, JOHAN 
KENYALANG describes 
the progressive encroach
ment on the rights of In
digenous peoples of 
Sarawak to their land and 
their struggles to 
preserve these rights. 

On March 18 this year.ltwo 
fanners from Belaga district 
of Sarawak - Kayang Kesah 

and Jabu Lawan - were found guilty 
of obstructing a forestry offiCer from 
discharging his duties to remove a 
wooden structwe at a timber camp. 
The sentence given to Kayang. 55, 
was five months jail and a M$1,<XX> 

fine, whereas fellow fanner Jabu, 20, 
was fined M$3,<XX>. H they fail to pay 
up the fine, Kayang'sjail term would 
be increased from five months to six, 
and Jabu would have to serve three 
months in jail. 

Were there any legitimate 
grounds for their arrest? Kayang 
and Jabu together with the Long 
Gang community (Belaga District) 
were merely staging peaceful 
blockades to protest against log
ging activities in their native cus
tomary right (NCR) land. Among 
those who took part in the blockade, 
many were women and young 
people. 

But then, existing laws like the 
SarawakFocest Ordinance (Section 
908) see the action of Kayang and 
Jabu and the Long Gang com
munity as "criminal" and hence. 
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they arc liable to be charged, im
prisoned for a maximum of two 
years and/or fined a maximum of 
M$6,000. 

The Sarawak Forest Ordinance 
is just one example of how the law 
is being used by the Sarawak: 
government to handle blockades, 
essentially to suppress the people's 
right to defend their livelihood and 
land. 

CONCEPT OF NCR AND 
MENOA 

The native adat system provides 
an example of the ways in which 
justice can be exercised. It defines 
the people· s own legal concept and 
system which gives priority to a 
person • s right over the use of liM 
land. Therefore if Kayang 



felled the jungle and created rights 
over it, as his foreparents had al
ways done before, the land belongs 
to him. This is permanent. The land 
belongs to the fll'St person who 
comes along and creates rights over 
it and she/he accordingly acquires 
priority over the land. 

Set against this example the 
land does not belong to the govern
ment. However, the Kayang and 
Jabu story shows that the govern
ment assumes that they have a right 
to the land, to give away or restrict 
the creation of rights over it. The 
government even went further to 
say that all untitled land belongs to 
them, an attitude the natives cannot 
understand. How can the govern
ment say that all untitled land 
belongs to them when there had 
been people utilizing the land even 
before the government existed? 

As the Long Gang residents as 
well as many other native com
munities in Sarnwak say, "The land 
belongs to the countless number of 
people who are dead, the few who 
are Jiving, and the multitudes of 
those yet to be born." Indeed, for 
centuries the native people dwelled 
on the land and the forest in a har
monious relationship. For them, no 

one owns the land. It belongs to the 
gods. The land is on loan and as 
such it has to be properly talcen care 
of. 

When they practise the native 
customary right over a communally 
held territory, this is called menoa. 
This territory covers one or more 
longhouses and includes primary 
forest, secondary vegetation (forest 
fallow) , farming land, rivers and 
streams which are used for fishing 
and other activities. And since the 
natives practise shifting cultiva
tion, the land can be cleared for 
farming or left fallow to allow the 
soil to rejuvenate its fertility. Such 
land is termed as temuda and is 
owned by each household for as 
long as they remain in the com
munity. 

The native adat has been broken 
down and is no match for the 
powerful Sarnwak Land Code and 
various other related laws in 
Sarnwak. Hence, today a native 
may find hisftter priority over the 
land, in particular the menoa, being 
eroded and be told that it now 
belongs to the government or is 
licensed out to the logging com
panies. Herein lies the conflict of 
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interest between the loggers and 
the native people. 

Until such time that the na
tives are treated as human beings 
in every aspect of life, it is vital 
for us to understand important 
pockets of the law which dis
criminate against the natives in 
terms of land rights and basic 
rights. 

HISTORICAL 
DESTRUCI'ION OF NCR 

Before the year 1841, the na
tives of Sarnwak freely practised 
the native customary rights. 
With the coming of James 
Brooke to Sarawak and his sub
sequently becoming a white 
Rajah, numerous laws were 
passed to curtail the practice of 
NCR and shifting cultivation. 
The Brookes' rule over the na

tives of Sarnwak was through a 
scheming divide-and-rule strategy. 
Those who opposed him or refused 
to pay taxes were brutally annihi
lated 

The swing towards government 
control ovec the land began with the 
1920 Land Order, which said that 
all lands in Sar.twak that is leased, 
forfeited or granted belongs to the 
government. The government's 
control was further extended in 
1958 when all lands were classified 
into five categories, namely; (i) 
Mixed zone Land, comprising only 
7.9% of the total area, designated 
for native and non-native issue; (ii) 
Native Area Land (7.4%), where 
native peoples have individual land 
titles; (iii) Interior Area Land 
(68.9%); (iv) Reserved Land 
(15.7% ); and (v) Native Customary 
Right Land. Native rights over land 
was significantly eroded under 
such a classification since January 
1, 1958. 

Today, natives' claims over the 
native customary lands (NCL) 
covers only about 22% of the total 
land in Sarnwalc. 

As the forest and land laws 
change through the years, so do the 



natives' rightsovertheland. By and 
large, the concept of justice has dis
appeared as the laws had swung too 
far in favour of the government. 
The laws also restrict, cur1ail or 
erode NCR. This then raises a cru
cial question: "Can the native cus
toma.')' rights be protected by .the 
existing land . and forest laws in 
Sarawak?" The answer may well be 
reflected in the two main laws that 
govern the forest and land in 
Sarawak, namely the Forest Or
dinance and the Sarawak Land 
code. 

The Forest Ordinance (1953) is 
the main instrument of regulating 
forest policy. Under this Or
dinance, there are two main 
categories i.e. (i) Permanent forest 
and (ii) Stateland forest. Pennanent 
forest. in full control by the Forest 
Department of Sarawak is sub
categorized into three types of 
forest These are the Forest 
Reserve, Protected Forest and 
Communal Forest 

The most well-protected type of 
forest is said to be the Forest 
Reserve. As such it has been set 
aside as a permanent source of tim
ber and other produce. Entry is for
bidden except when a licence for a 
specific purpose has been issued. 
This meaM that natives are notal
lowed to exercise customary rights 
over this forest, to fann, or to hunt 
or collect any forest produce in it. 
They can only do so if they apply 
for perm iss ion and this is granted 
by the Forest Conservator. Cus
tomary tenure is also forbidden in 
the Protected Forest. It is only the 
communal forest which is instituted 
for the benefit of a settled native 
community. What does this say 
about the native customary law? 
Does the Ordinance protect the 
rights of the natives? 

The Ordinance is meant to 
destroy shifting cultivation. It only 
serves to protect the forest and its 
produce and prevent it (the 
produce) from being taken by the 
natives. How does this take place? 
Clearly it allows loggers to exploit 

the forests for their own benefit 
since logging is allowed under per
mit in the Protected Forests and 
Forest Reserves. All the logging 
companies have to do is to submit a 
.. Working Plan" to the Forest 
Department before starting their 
logging operations. In this way, the 
Forest Department claims that they 
have logging under control and that 
lvgging is done on a "sustained 
yield" basis. 

As in the case of Pennanent 
Forest, the Statcland Forest also al
lows for logging companies. Log
gers are given a free hand since they 
have only to submit their "felling 
plans" in exchange for a licence. 
There is no limit to the number of 
trees they cut down and they are not 
required to replant new trees. 

There is stricter control over the 
forest by the Forest Department 
with further amendment made to 
the Forest Ordmance in 1979. 
Anyone who trespasses, fells tim
ber, collects produce in the Forest 
Reserve, Pennanent Forest or 
State land Forest is liable to be 
punished. More severe punish
ments are meted out for those who 
(i) set blockades on any road con
structed or maintained by the 
holder of a licence or pennit; and 
(ii) prevent any forest or police of
ficer, or licence or pennit holder 
from removing the blockade. The 
penalty carries a jail tenn of two 
years and a fine of M$6,000 for a 
fJJ'sl offence, and a fine of M$50 
each day that the offence continues. 
In addition, any forest officer can 
arrest without a warrant any person 
involved in a blockade. Given this 
scenario, it is clearly the natives 
who stand to lose out more espe
cially in areas where natives hold 
customary tenure. 

As for matters relating to land, 
it is regulated by the Sara wale Land 
Code which came into effect on 
January 1, 1958. It is the principal 
land law in Sarawak. Though in 
theory the Sarawak Land Code 
protects the NCR, a closer look at 
the clauses proves otherwise. The 
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contradictions can be seen through 
this example: Section 8 says it is 
illegal for non-natives to acquire 
rights and privileges over the five 
classes of land. Howevec, Section 9 
says the opposite. Besides allowing 
non-natives rights to acquire land, 
it also gives them mining rights, 
that is rights to minerals and resour
ces present. 

PEOPLES' RESPONSE 
The story of Kayang and Jabu, 

of the eroding of natives rights over 
the land by use of laws and force, 
points up the futility of the law in 
protecting the rights of natives. 
With the laws not able to solve the 
logging problems in Sarawak, the 
natives in Sarawak took their own 
initiative to protect their native cus
tomary land. Many cases bear tes
timony to the dctennination of the 
natives in protecting their native 
customary land. 

In 1989, the Dayak-Iban lon
ghouse community and the Tatau
Sangan area of Bintulu Division 
took action that resulted in a haJt in 
the logging activities in the NCL. 
This victory was shortlived for in 
March 1991, the local native 
leaders were arrested. This was one 
of the many ways in which the 
power brokers destabilized the up
surge of resistance from the 
grassroots against logging. 

When brought to court five 
months latec, these leaders were 
found to be guilty of criminal in
timidation against a logging com
pany. Was this fair considering that 
they were only defending their last 
customary forest land from further 
encroachment by the logging com
pany? The law showed no mercy, 
they were charged and sentenced to 
jail. 

Other longhouse communities, 
near to Sibu town also had their 
share of defending their native cus
tomary land, or their fellow 
Sarawakians put behind bars for 
this cause. One such situation was 
the hearing of the case of Jampi 
Meringgai and Bajing Paong ofUlu 



Machan. About 250 to 300 Dayak: 
natives from different parts of 
Sarawak: gathered in the Magistrate 
C('lurt in Kanowit town, ncar Sibu 
to attend the hearing. 

Similarly, when the 25-year-old 
Jam pi and 28-year-old Bajing from 
Ulu Machan (Kanowit district) 
were arrested in March last year for 
talcing part in an attempt to protect 
their Native Customary Right Land 
from being encroached into by a 
logging company called Hua Seng 
Sawmill Sdn Bhd, the longhouse 
communities had made several re
quests for negotiations with the log
ging company. However, their 
requests met with no response. 
When their patience was ex
haustcd, the people then withheld 
two tractors of the company to 
prevent the company from further 
operating and causing further 
damage to their land. Consequent
ly, Jam pi and Bajing were arrested, 
remanded by the police and 
charged for stealing tractors. They 
were, as of March 19 this year, 
released on bail for the sum of 
M$3,000. 

The latest case was the arrest of 
42 native Kenyah of Long Gang. 
They were arrested last January for 
illegal assembly as well as under 

Section 90B of the Sarawak: Forest 
Ordinance. This brings the total 
number of arrests of natives in the 
Long Gang area alone to 77. 

As the law does not protect their 
native customary rights, the natives 
believe that their right to protect 
their land is enshrined in the 
Federal Constitution of Malaysia 
and the United Nations Declaration 
on Human Rights. 

The fight needs to be continued 
as a Dayak:-Kelabit leader says, "If 
we don't fight now to protect our 
land, we will die soon. We have 
formed blockades because all of us 
are affected by the logging." 

ALTERNATIVES 
The problems faced by the in

digenous peoples of Sarawak: is an 
urgent matter. There is a blatant 
distortion of the issue, putting it 
merely as an environmental issue 
but equally crucial is the fact that 
the peoples'lives arc involved. The 
key issue here is the land rights. 

According to the Lawyers As
sociation of Asia (LAW ASIA) Ob
server Mission Report, "The 
Human Cost of Sarawak:'s Timber 
Revenue" (April 1990) "offlcial 
recognition of the land rights 
claims needs immediate attention 

... to continue to ignore the grievan
ces of the indigenous people per
petuates injustice." 

The Report concludes that "fur
ther pressure and action will be 
necessary to encourage Malaysia 
and the Sarawak: government to ef
fect a just solution." 

In the same vein, the Report of 
the US House o( Representatives 
on Foreign Affairs Mission to 
Sarawak: (September 1989) notes 
that "although the Sarawak: state 
government is confident that its 
current forest management prac
tices are environmentally sound 
and sustainable, there is consider
able evidence indicating such is not 
the case." 

On land rights, it states that 
without a resolution, native people 
are likely to face increasing 
hardship as they defend their cus
tomary lands from encroachment 
by logging companies. 

This view is also being voiced 
out by the people themselves. In a 
statement of the Sarawak:'s Women 
Committee to Japanese citizens in 
May 1991, this sentiment rings loud 
and clear: 

"We have appealed many times 
to our Sarawak: government to be 
fair and to respect our customary 

land. Our government has 
continually taken the side of 
the logging companies and our 
protests have gone unheeded. 
Instead, the government calls 
on the Police to arrest and 
prosecute us, treating us like 
criminals." 

To the government. how
ever, the natives must be 

'l brought to the mainstream of 
development, and those who 
oppose it are labelled as anti
development. But according 
to Tama Lawai, a Dayak:
Kelabit leader whose wisdom 
cannot be overlooked: "We 
want development, but how 
can we accept the kind of 
development which demands 
us to forsake and forgo our 
rights to our land?''+ 

n.• 1&-y .. -old boy, unmoved and unafraid, tried to prevent the company's t.nd cruiser 
lrom ~ng through. 
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•POLITICS 
•RELI(TIDN 
•ELECTIONS 
•HU N RI&HTS 
•MEDIA 
•ENVIRoN NT 
• ETHNIC RELATION.z' 
•UNITY 

CURRENT 
CONCERNS 

ETHNIC CLASSIFICATION 
SHOULD BE SCRAPPED 

A1iran welcomes the state
ment by National Unity and 

Social Development Minister Nap
siah Omar that the Government 
intends to "Malaysianize" all offi
cial documents and has done away 
with ethnic classification in docu
ments like the identity cards. 

However, Napsiah also sta~d 
that the Government has decided 
against abolishing ethnic clas
sification in "important docu
ments for security and heath 
reasons". She added that main
taining such classification in 
documents like birth certificates 
was "useful". 

"For example, we need to know 
the race of a criminal to make it 
easier for the authorities to con
duct investigations. Racial iden
tification is also important for 
health reasons. For example, an 
elderly Chinese needs a certain 
laxative for digesting milk." It will 
therefore be helpful to know his 
ethnic origin." She added that cer-

tain diseases were only found 
among certain ethnic groups. 

Such reasons are totally un
convincing and downright 
ridiculous. AB National Unity 
Minister, Napsiah should be 
breaking down ethnic barriers 
and divisions, not perpetuating 
existing ones. 

Just because an elderly 
Chinese Malaysian gentleman 
may need a certain laxative for 
digesting milk does not mean that 
the entire Malaysian population 
has to be classified on the basis of 
ethnic origin. We may not be medi · 
cally trained, but common sense 
tells us that disease and ill health 
cut across all ethnic barriers. A. 
for assisting the police in conduct
ing investigations, the ethnic 
origin of a criminal is totally ir
relevant. Of far greater impor
tance, is the actual physical 
description of the criminal to as
sist in the identification of 
culprits. 

Having said that, ethnic 
statistics may be useful in certain 
situations, for example, in carry· 
ing out a sociological study to 
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The N•tional UnitY Minister giv .. 
unconvincing reasons for 
maintllining ethnic: cl•sification in 
some 'impor1ant documents' of 
Maleysiarw. 

determine whether the economic 
power standing of an ethnic group 
results in a dis-proportianately 
higher number of criminals from 
that ethnic groups. 

But even so, it is not necessary 
to classify the whole population on 
the basis of ethnicity. For such 
specific studies, small random 
statistical samples can be 
analysed to arrive at certain con
ditions applicable to the whole 
population. This is a basic prin
ciple of statistical sampling which 
has been very successfully applied 
in all kinds of fields e.g. television 
viewing surveys, political opinion 
polls and studies on consumer 
preference. 

At a time when we are becom
ing increasingly conscious of our 
identity as Malaysians, it is 
disheartening to note that the Na
tional Unity Minister, of all 
people, should be seeking to main
tain ethnic classification. One is 
inclined to suspect that this has 
more to do with ensuring con
tinued support for the ethnic· 
based component parties of the 
Barisan Nasional than genuine 
concern for national unity. 

Ani/ Netto 
E.xco Member, All RAN 

lJune 1992 
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International Affairs 

ANew World 
Based On Aggression 

Whereas the UN Security 
Council meeting on Feb. 
1 , 1992 was hailed by 
many as a big day and the 
beginning of a new era of 
peace, DAVID ANTHONY 
maintains that the NEW 
WORLD ORDER Is 
dominated by a handful 
of nations, unjust to the 
majority, and still based 
on aggression. 

' '

Big day for UN Security Coun
cil ...... reads the headlines in the 
World N~s page of the New 

StraitsTimesoflstFebruary 1992.A 
big day for whom? 

I should not be too quick in wel
coming that meeting of world 
leaders at the UN Security Council 
summit without attempting to try 
and read bet ween the lines of their 
declaration. 

There were only 10 countries 
represented at the round table be
sides the five permanent members 
of the Security Council and they are 
declaring a blueprint of conduct for 
the entire world. Its declared aim is 
to promote disannament and 
prevent conflicts, 'a preventive 
diplomacy, for peacemaking and 
peacekeeping', it says. The 
strategic means it intends to employ 
is to deal with threats to peace by a 
reversal of the act of aggression. 
The example proffered to illustrate 
the point is that Kuwait was freed 
from Iraqi aggression. We know 
what a massive reversal of aggres
sion that was where innocent lives 
of women, children and old people 
were not spared. let alone the al-

leged ploughing of live Iraqi sol
diers into the desert sand - it was 
more than a storm. 

It is clear that the strategy is to 
use the instruments of war for peace 
and to contain the so-called interna
tional terrorism. The use of com
bined (allied) force upon one small 
nation strikes an enormous terror 
into the hearts of people. Now if 
that is not terrorism, what is? 

JUDGE AND JURY 
China declared that it is op

posed to interference in the internal 
affairs of other countries. Mr. 
Baker's reply was "That's not ac
ceptable under our standards." 
Does Mr. Baker speak for all 
American citizens that it is their 
standard to interfere in the internal 
affairs of other countries. Mr. 
Baker has been very honest in ex
pressing US policy. Indeed, the US 
has been most consistent in this 
policy. It has flouted 
all intemationaJ laws 
in invading, k:iUing, 
bombing, harassing 
and destabilising 
several countries and 

their governments. ·~~ 
For example, the US 
used force to inter
vene in Indochina, 
Lebanon, the 
Dominican Republic, 
Grenada, Central 
America and, of 
course, the Persian 
Gulf. It invaded Cuba 
and Panama. It 
trained, armed, 

Nicaragua. It launched aerial at
tacks on Tripoli and Benghazi in 
Libya etc. No other country can 
claim such a record. But who has 
made the US and its allies the judge 
and jury of lhe world? 

Another leverage for self
righteousness is a report on human 
rights violations in other countries 
especially the third world 
countries. (Third world is a 
derogatory hierarchical term that 
should be avoided. Indeed the so
called third world countries have 
had ancient civilizations of great 
excellence. It wourd be more ap
propriate to address the so-called 
third world countries as the elder 
world.) Tiie US report had high
lighcd human rights violations in 
countries like China, Burma, In
donesia, North Korea, South 
Korea, Philippines, Thailand, 
Taiwan, Malaysia and India.(cf. 

NST 2.2.92). Human 
rights violations 
anywhere should be 
condemned and 
fought against by 
forthright legislations 
and independent 
judiciaries and an ex
ecutive with a con-

-.,.a...:w science and public 

equipped, frnanced Long-time US nem•l• f!del 
. C..tro: The US purau.. Its 

opinion should not 
tolerate them in any 
measure. But for the 
US to use human 
rights violations as a 
leverage to pressure 
governments into 
conceding to other 
areas of economic 
developments etc. is 
like the pot calling the 
kettle black. Again 

and supphed the C~n- "pooicy of hlnasment" on 
tra forces ag:unst CubL 
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who has appointed the US to sit in 
judgement when its own transgres
sions against other elder nations 
respect none of the human rights 
declarations. 

John Major called for a halt to 
nuclear proliferation in the lesser 
developed countries. referring to 

Invading, Idling, bombing, d•tabalising, US might is felt in-. 

Nicaragua: (ABOVE) Chamorrow celebrllt• electoral victory over 
Ortega. 

AfghMiataon: (TOP LEFT) Us-backed rebels take • brNk from the 
fighting_. 

Haiti: (BELOW LEFl) A civilian •hot in • coup is given medical 
tr•tmenl-

the Middle East and 
India and China. He 
says, " ... one has to deal 
with China .... one has to 
tell them about human 
rights, one has to expose 
them to what happens in 
other parts of the 
world ... " Would North
em Ireland be one such 
example? I cannot im
agine anyone being 
more condescending. 
Because there are viola
tions, that does not mean 
that people do not know 
what human rights are. 
England was involved 
just as much as America 
in the bombing of Libya. 

It is alright to talk within the con
fines of a bullet-proof glasshouse. 

Boris Yeltsin makes an about 
turn when he claims the United 
States and the West not as mere 
partners but rather as allies. He has 
to go so far as to call for a global 
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anti-missile shield based on 
Washington's 'Star Wars' system 
complemented by Russian high 
technology. Elder nations beware 
for there appears to be a combined 
superpower force of terror beyond 
measure looming on the horizon. 

MEN OF PEACE? 
Peace can never be wrought by 

war. We are being deluded into 
believing that peace is in the hands 
only of the more, or most powerful. 
Recently the UN peace keeping 
force leader in Cambodia was 
reported to have said that they are 
there to see that there will be peace. 
Who arc these people talking about 
peace? They are men of war, 
trained to instinctively kill. They 
are drilled in the code of violence. 
They are not men of peace. 
Groomed in the ideology of war, 
they do not know what peace is. 
Peace can never be brought about 
by this means. 



Iraqi deetruclion: The rNfor wor1d powers have tloutecl intemalionllla.w. 

It may be apparent that 
peacekeeping forces are the only 
solution to the immediate crises 
around the world, but not so be
cause peace must begin its move
ment in the hearts of men, women 
and children. It must denounce 
violence and all instruments of 
violence. It is not O.K. for some to 
have nuclear and others not to. If it 
is to be banned, it must be banned 
totally. Are the big powers really 
reducing their arsenal or are they 
merely discarding the obsolete 
weapons and replacing them with 
fewer but more deadly powerful 
ones? 

Based on the common 
denorn ina tor that all peoples aspire 
to live in peace, they must be given 
the space to work out their own 
terms of peace. These tenns must 
not be dictated to them with a colos
sus breathing down their necks. The 
people know that there can be no 
winners in any war. They need also 
to assert their rights by not resting 
assured once they have cast their 
votes in electing a government 
They have not only the right but 
also the duty to hold their elected 
governments accountable to all 
decisions and actions that affect 

their lives especially violations of 
peace and human rights. The people 
of every country should be free 
from any outside interference to 
pursue their own ways and means 
to bring about corrective measures 
as they see fit and proper. 

COMMON VALVES 
When peoples of other 

countries show strong moral sup
port to a given people in their strug
gle for peace and human rights, is 
that interference in internal affairs? 
Peace and human rights are com
mon values and to support anyone 
in upholding these values is to par
ticipate in a common human strug
gle. It cannot be considered as 
interference unless the efforts are 
manipulated for ulterior motives. 

When a large portion of the 
body of the United Nations appears 
to have become indebted to a 
supremely powerful nation, whose 
bidding had better be abided by or 
else, then the resolutions made by 
the UN are suspect. The one 
supreme power's ulterior motives 
are being served. 

Finally, the people who supply 
us the news want us to believe what 
we read. My comments are based 
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on the sources as they believed in 
theNewStraits Times on the 1st and 
2nd of February 1992 and all the 
sources were Reuters except for 
one from Associated Press. Why 
are there no alternative sources? 

It is encouraging to note that not 
everybody is believing what is in 
print. Carlos Andres Perez, Presi
dent of Venezuela, for one draws a 
caveat. He says, "Can anyone 
seriously conceive of a 'new world 
order' ... from the rich part of 
humanity with economic levers in 
their hands, serenely preaching 
democracy, market economies and 
disarmament to a majority that is 
everyday more desperate?" 

CONSPIRACY? 

Underlying the dominant in
nuenceofthefivepermanentmem
bers of the UN Security Council, 
one begins to wonder without 
trying to be too far fetched. if there 
is no conspiracy among them 
towards a white supremacy over the 
world. China is the only non- white 
member. Japan and Germany are 
rearing to be in it For the moment 
China. depending on its own stead
fastness, appears to be the only 
hope of a deterrent if it opts to use 
its veto power in the interest of the 
elder nations. 

A new world order based on the 
criterion of aggression will only 
spell a new world disorder of a 
prolonged nature. Aggression 
breeds on aggression and the 
dominated majority of peoples will 
always be restless while the arms 
industry prospers. Domination by 
aggression will be the only model 
available to follow. The alternative 
pursuit of peace through non
violence, i.e. the world agreeing to 
put a decisive end to war, may not 
be a quick solution to current 
porblems but it would be a surer one 
in the long term. 

We have but a brief time in this 
world, must we leave it premature
ly?v 
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for employee interests to be repre
sented, and the need for some 
measure of regulation and incen
tives towards safeguarding such in
terests and needs. 

Take a simple example: the 
electronics industry. It is a well
eslablished fact that this industry 
goes through boom*and)bust 
cycles. When the boom is on, 
workers are snapped up, overtime 
goes up, even basic pay may go up. 
When the bust occurs, compulsory 
leave goes up, short work weeks are 
introduced, wages go down, 
workers are retrenched. In the last 
big bust, in the mid)l980s, tens of 
thousands were retrenched. And we 
may be heading for yet another 
downturn. 

Surely it would not be too much 
to ask that some job security 
measures be put in place. But noth
ing of the sort is in the pipeline. 
Why? Firstly, because there are no 
unions to speak of. The employees • 

committees in these factories are 
little more than recreation bodies: 
theydon'tconcern themselves with 
wages and job security, because 
they are not allowed to do so. 

The one time that electronics 
workers tried to set up an inde
pendent union - about four years 
ago at the huge Harris Semiconduc
tor plant in Ulu Kelang - the US 
multinational's lawyers back in ilie 
USA found every loophole in our 
laws to make it all a farce. How? 
Simply by setting up another, dif
ferent company and re-employing 
all its 4000 workers - except the 
dozen who dared to form a Wlion. 
1be result; a union existed, but it 
had no workers to unionise! 

And this wasn't even an in
dustry-wide union but an in-house 
one! 

A second reason for inaction on 
job security is the extreme reluc
tance of the government to intro
ducing any scheme such as a 
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recession or welfare fund to 
cover the in-built boom-and
bust cycle of an industry like 
electronics. 

Why this is so can't be 
1 put down to ignorance. The 

boom-and-bust nature oC 
electronics, which employs 
more than 100,000 workers, 
is well known. After all, we 
have had the Texas Instru
ments, the National Semi
conductors and the 
Motorolas in Malaysia for a 
good 20 years. 

YOURUFEINYOUR 
HANDS? 

A similar situation arises 
in the area of occupational 
safety and health, a matter of 
insufficient concern on the 
part of both employers and 
employees. The latter be
cause of ignorance and often 
because of the presstD'e to get 
on with the job; the former, 
through a combination of ig
norance, cymcasm, and 
reluctance to do anything 

that will increase costs. 
The result? 107,479 industrial 

accidents with 3,828 cases of per
manent disability and 348 deaths 
were reported to SOCSO in 1989 
alone. 

Viewed otherwise, in 1989, at 
least: 

•one person died every working 
day from work-related accidents 

•ten to eleven persons were per
manently disabled (lost a limb, 
were paralysed, lost their sight, 
etc.) every day from work- related 
accidents 

*280 persons suffer a wott-re. 
lated accident daily 

In brief, work is one of the most 
dangerous activities in Malaysia! 
And it's not even voiWltary. 

But accidents are only the most 
obvious of work-related hazards. 
We have hardly begun to take 
serious notice of occupationally
related diseases. Such diseases 



To be sure, a num
ber of the larger fac
tories do have safety 
officers, even safety 
councils. 

IMide of • teX1i .. t.c1ot'y: Atlempts by uniona to 
monitor 1he Nfety of • workplace often invoke 
hoetility of rn1NQ81M1'1l 

Even then, we 
should be wary of 
claims made in some 
quarters that the multi
nationals and/or large 
companies are more 
enlightened. It was a 
multinational, Union 
Carbide, that was 
responsible for the 
Bhopal tragedy in 
which thousands died 
and tens of thousands 
more were acutely in

often manifest themselves after 
years, even decades of work. Doc
tors, not trained in picking up the 
necessary clues. often do not as
sociate the disease with work. 
Sometimes, the disease may have 
been contracted in one occupation, 
but only manifested long after the 
worker has moved to another oc
cupation. 

For example, it is now well
known that asbestos workers con
tract various respiratory diseases 
only after a considerable time. In
deed, m some cases, it was not even 
the workers, but their wives who 
came down with severe respiratory 
ailments, contracted from inhaling 
asbestos dust that had lodged in 
their husbands' clothing, and 
released during laundering. 

Asbestos is a dramatic example. 
But there are any number of less 
dramatic instances in our country: 
lead poisoning amongst battery 
workers, arsenic poisoning 
amongst workers in tin-smelting 
plants, radiation exposure amongst 
workers in amang re-processing 
plants, exposure to toxic and car
cinogenic chemicals in many in
dustries, noised-induced hearing 
loss, silicosis amongst quarry 
workers, respiratory disorders 
amongst textile and related in
dustries, and so on. 

jured. In our country. it was a large 
factory that managed to successful
ly hush up at least one death by 
arsenic poisoning. 

More importantly, management 
and employers tend to take the view 
that occupational health and safety 
is a management prerogative, and 
do not look kindly on union (if the 
workers have a union) involvement 
or engage unions in joint surveil
lance of these matters. For instance, 
there is too often hostility towards 
any attempt by unions to inde
pcndentJy monitor the safety of the 
workplace. 

In any case, the vast majority of 
workers in this country are not 
unionized. And while the most en
lightened employers may consult 
workers on questions of occupa
tional safety and health, the situa
tion remains one that is essentially 
dependent upon the commitment of 
employers and, espedally. their 
willingness to commit fmancial 
resources. 

True, having unions alone is not 
sufficient. They have to be a lot 
more democratic to win the loyalty 
of their members and to represent 
their interests effectively. Never
theless. union leaders are at least 
elected. The same cannot be said of 
corporate leadership. Workers have 
no say in the leadership of the com
panics they work for. Yet, today, the 
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captains of industry exercise 
tremendous power and influence 
over virtually all aspects of our 
lives. 

FAIRPUY 
In this situation of greatly une

qual power, the Prime Minister's 
talk about a tri-partite structure 
comprising workers, management 
and government in a cooperative 
effort is meaningless. A tri- partite 
structure can only function in the 
interests of all when the parties 
have more or less equal weight and 
power. 

Here, we have a situation where 
one party, the workers, is consider
ably weaker than the other two, 
primarily because it is unorganized 
and fragmented.At the same time, 
the other two - parties employers 
and government - generally meet 
more often and have more access to 
one another, not least because they 
happen to meet on the same golf 
courses and in the same social 
clubs. As a result, they are likely to 
share more ideas and values. 

Is it so surprising, then, that we 
often see a two against one situa
tion? 

In what is a most unlevel play
ing field. government, which is 
supposed to represent all the people 
and act as guardian of the common
wealth, should be concerned to 
level the field somewhat Instead, 
in action after action it has shown 
itself reluctant, even opposed, to 
doing so. 

Raising the issue of strikes and 
industrial action is simply a red her
ring. }low many strikes were there 
in the past year? ExacUy two, ac
cording to official statistics. 

In contrast, how often have cor
porate associations been rebuked 
for their excessive and un
reasonable demands? How often 
have they been told to balance their 
needs against those of workers and 
of the rest of society? 

Surely some fair play is in 
ordcr.v 



LABOUR 

Your Money and Your Life: 
Why We Should Have Unions 

When the economy Is 
doing well It Is easy to for
get the needs and Inter
ests of Industrial workers. 
KHOO KHA Y JIN, a lec
turer at USM, reminds us 
of some basic Issues and 
of the need for unions. 

T
ime and again, our leaders 
wam us against the dangers of 
'materialism', of thinking 

only about what we :we paid ftY the 
work yoo and I do. But time and 
again, we are also told not to do cer
tain things, things which m:1y en
danger investments, particularly 
foreign investments. 

Indeed, there is more to life than 
money. The quality oflife- time for 
ourselves, our family, time to enjoy 
- is no less important. 

Listen carefully, however, to 
the fine words our leaders utter 
from time to time and we find that 
it is the second warning that they 
intend us to take the more seriously. 
For every time there is a little 
rumble of dissatisfaction, this ad
vice is drummed into our heads. 

Consider the Prime Minister's 
recent May Day message. Boiled 
down to its essentials he advised us: 
The economy is booming, invest-

1 ments are coming in. We shouldn't 
frighten investors away. Let us be 
patient. Don't talk about unioniza
tion and union rights, or even 
labour rights. There is little un
employment. Wages will surely go 
up. 

But the fact of the matter is that, 
all too often,employers try to get 
away with a less than decent wage, 

less than decent working condi
tions, less than decent benefits,lcss 
than humane job security if they are 
not made to confront their respon
sibilities. 

Take the instance of a weD
known manufacturer of computer 
peripherals in this country. Just a 
year ago, its production operators 
were working up to 76 hours a 
week! On a nominal eight- day 
work week, many were working 
overtime four hours a day, plus 
eight hours on Saturdays and Sun· 
days. The wCJ"k demanded great ef
fort by way of concentration. By 
pushing themselves in this way, 
workers could take horne $700 a 
month, even a SHOO. 

1be au.raction to the workers 
was that take-home pay packet. But 
this partly resulted from the fact 

that the basic pay was only $300 a 
month. This low basic pay was the 
negative incentive for workers to 
push themselves so hard. 

1be manufacturer's reason was 
labour shortage. Undoubtedly, it 
also benefitted greatly from this use 
of overtime. First, it meant that the 
same physical plant could be 
operated over longer hours, thus 
lowering unit costs and increasing 
output for the same capital invest
ment. Secondly. it meant no extra 
cost in terms of EPF and ~ 
benefits. 

Clearly, the system, left on its 
own, often sidelines employee in
terests in favour of employer and 
investor interests. Hence, the need 
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